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ABSTRACT
Cytoplasmic RNA localization is an evolutionarily ancient mechanism for produc-
ing cellular asymmetries. This review considers RNA localization in the context
of animal development. Both mRNAs and non-protein-coding RNAs are local-
ized in Drosophila, Xenopus, ascidian, zebrafish, and echinoderm oocytes and
embryos, as well as in a variety of developing and differentiated polarized cells
from yeast to mammals. Mechanisms used to transport and anchor RNAs in the
cytoplasm include vectorial transport out of the nucleus, directed cytoplasmic
transport in association with the cytoskeleton, and local entrapment at particu-
lar cytoplasmic sites. The majority of localized RNAs are targeted to particular
cytoplasmic regions by cis-acting RNA elements; in mRNAs these are almost
always in the 30-untranslated region (UTR). A variety of trans-acting factors—
many of them RNA-binding proteins—function in localization. Developmental
functions of RNA localization have been defined in Xenopus, Drosophila, and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In Drosophila, localized RNAs program the antero-
posterior and dorso-ventral axes of the oocyte and embryo. In Xenopus, localized
RNAs may function in mesoderm induction as well as in dorso-ventral axis spec-
ification. Localized RNAs also program asymmetric cell fates during Drosophila
neurogenesis and yeast budding.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the early days of experimental embryology it has been suggested that the
asymmetric distribution of substances in the egg cytoplasm might confer par-
ticular fates to cells that receive that cytoplasm (reviewed in 1). However, it is
only in the past 13 years that specific maternally synthesized, asymmetrically
distributed RNA and protein molecules have been identified in oocytes and
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early embryos of Xenopus, Drosophila, ascidians, zebrafish, and echinoderms.
This review focuses largely on RNAs that are localized to specific cytoplasmic
regions in eggs and early embryos. It addresses both the mechanisms of cyto-
plasmic RNA localization and the developmental functions of this localization.
Some consideration is also given to RNA localization later in development, in
differentiating or differentiated cells. However, since both the mechanisms and
the functions of this later localization are not well understood, the emphasis
here is on RNA localization in oocytes.
This review considers only RNAs that are asymmetrically distributed in the
cytoplasm. Examples of RNAs that are localized to and within the nucleus—
even to specific chromosomes or regions of chromosomes (2–4)—are covered
elsewhere. The first maternally synthesized cytoplasmically localized RNAs
were identified in Xenopus in a molecular screen for RNAs enriched in either
the vegetal (Vg RNAs) or animal (An RNAs) hemisphere of the Xenopus oocyte
(5). Shortly thereafter, an RNA was discovered that is localized to the anterior
pole of the Drosophila oocyte and early embryo (6). This RNA is encoded by
the bicoid maternal effect locus (7), which plays a crucial role in specifying
cell fates in the anterior half of the early Drosophila embryo (8). The facile
combination of genetics and molecular biology in Drosophila led to bicoid
becoming the first case in which it was demonstrated that RNA localization
per se was important for normal development. Delocalization of bicoid RNA
led to defects in anterior cell fate specification (7). Over 75 cytoplasmically
localized RNAs have now been identified, and many of these are localized in
eggs, early embryos, or differentiating cells (Table 1).
To date, it has been possible to address both the mechanisms and the de-
velopmental functions of RNA localization almost exclusively in Drosophila
and Xenopus. The large size of the Xenopus oocyte has allowed mapping of
sequences necessary and sufficient for RNA localization through injection of
in vitro synthesized transcripts engineered to contain an exogenous reporter
sequence and part or all of the localized RNA. Further, in some cases inactiva-
tion, delocalization, or degradation of specific RNAs has been induced through
microinjection of antisense RNA or DNA. The ability to manipulate Xenopus
oocytes and to apply various cytoskeleton-destabilizing drugs or other inhibitors
has demonstrated the importance of the cytoskeleton in RNA localization.
Drosophila oocytes and early embryos are also large and have also been used
for drug and inhibitor studies. In contrast to Xenopus, however, the ability to
generate transgenic lines that express reporter-tagged transcripts during ooge-
nesis has obviated the need for micronjection studies, although some of these
have been conducted. Finally, the ability to obtain mutations in the endoge-
nous gene that encodes the localized RNA or in factors that function in trans in
its localization or in its translational regulation, has facilitated analyses of the
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Table 1 Localized RNAs
Transcript Protein Localization
Species name product pattern Cell Reference
Ascidians
Actin Cytoskeletal Myoplasm and Oocyte 249
component ectoplasm
PCNA Auxilary protein Ectoplasm Oocyte 100
of DNA
polymerase
Ribosomal Ribosomal Myoplasm Oocyte 102
protein L5 component
YC RNA Noncoding RNA Myoplasm Oocyte 101
Drosophila
Add-hts Cytoskeletal Anterior Oocyte and 16, 17
component embryo
Bicaudal-C Signal Anterior Oocyte 18
transduction/
RNA-binding
protein
Bicaudal-D Cytoskeleton Anterior Oocyte 19
interacting
protein (?)
bicoid Transcription Anterior Oocyte and 7, 32
factor embryo
crumbs Transmembrane Apical Cellular 67
protein blastoderm
Cyclin B Cell cycle Posterior and Oocyte and 59, 62
regulator perinuclear embryo
egalitarian Novel Anterior Oocyte 20
even-skipped Transcription Apical Cellular 69
factor blastoderm
fushi tarazu Transcription Apical Cellular 64
factor blastoderm
germ cell-less Nuclear pore Posterior Oocyte and 57, 239
associated embryo
protein
gurken Secreted growth Anterior-dorsal Oocyte 21
factor
hairy Transcription Apical Cellular 65
factor blastoderm
Hsp83 Molecular Posterior Embryo 63
chaperone
inscuteable Novel Apical Neuroblast 127
K10 Novel Anterior Oocyte 22
mtlrRNA Noncoding RNA Posterior Oocyte and 61, 134
embryo
(Continued )
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Table 1 (Continued )
Transcript Protein Localization
Species name product pattern Cell Reference
nanos RNA binding Posterior Oocyte and 28, 43
protein embryo
orb RNA binding Posterior Oocyte and 23
protein embryo
oskar Novel Posterior Oocyte and 24, 25
embryo
Pgc Noncoding Posterior Oocyte and 26
RNA embryo
prospero Transcription Apical/basal Neuroblast 127
factor
pumilio RNA binding Posterior Embryo 250
protein
runt Transcription Apical Cellular 66
factor blastoderm
sevenless Transmembrane Apical Eye imaginal 126
receptor Epithelial cells
tudor Novel Posterior Oocyte 27
wingless Secreted ligand Apical Cellular 68
blastoderm
yemanuclein-fi Transcription Anterior Oocyte 251
factor
Echinoderms
SpCOUP-TF Hormone Lateral to Oocyte 103
receptor animal-
vegetal axis
Mammals
fl-actin Cytoskeletal Specialized Fibroblasts, 123–125
component periphery myoblasts,
and epithelial
cells
Arc Cytosketal Somatodendritic Neurons 104
component
BC-1 Noncoding Somatodentritic Neurons 107, 111
RNA and axonal
BC-200 Noncoding Somatodendritic Neurons 108
RNA
CaMKIIfi Signalling Somatodendritic Neurons 109
component
F1/GAP43 PKC substrate Somatodendritic Neurons 104
InsP3 receptor Integral Somatodendritic Neurons 110
membrane
receptor
(Continued )
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Table 1 (Continued )
Transcript Protein Localization
Species name product pattern Cell Reference
MAP2 Cytosketal Somatodendritic Neurons 106
component
MBP Membrane Myelinating Oligodendrocyte 120
protein membrane and Schwann
cells
Myosin heavy Cytoskeletal Peripheral Muscle 252
chain component
OMP/odorant Integral Axonal Neurons 118, 119
receptors membrane
receptor
Oxytocin Neuropeptide Axonal Neurons 115
Prodynorphin Neuropeptide Axonal Neurons 116, 117
RC3 PKC substrate Somatoden- Neurons 104
dritic
tau Cytoskeletal Axon hillock Neurons 112
component
Tropomyosin-5 Cytoskeletal Pre-axonal Neurons 113
component pole
V-ATPase Membrane Specialized Osteoclasts 122
subunits protein membrane
Vassopressin Neuropeptide Axonal Neurons 253
Xenopus
Actin Cytoskeletal Periplasmic Oocyte 254
component
Anl (a and b) Cyoplasmic Animal Oocyte 5, 81
protein
(ubiquitin-
like)
An2 mt ATPase Animal Oocyte 5, 82
subunit
An3 RNA binding Animal Oocyte 5
protein
An4 (a and b) Novel Animal Oocyte 83
flTrCP Signaling Animal Oocyte 83
molecule
flTrCP-2 Signaling Vegetal Oocyte 83
molecule
flTrCP-3 Signaling Vegetal Oocyte 83
molecule
B6 NRa Vegetal Oocyte 70
B7 NR Vegetal Oocyte 70
B9 NR Vegetal Oocyte 70
B12 NR Vegetal Oocyte 70
C10 NR Vegetal Oocyte 70
(Continued )
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Table 1 (Continued )
Transcript Protein Localization
Species name product pattern Cell Reference
G-proteins Signaling Animal Oocyte 84
molecule
Oct60 Transcription Animal Oocyte 85
factor
PKCfi Signaling Animal Oocyte 86
molecule
fi-tubulin Cytoskeletal Periplasmic Oocyte 254
component
VegT Transcription Vegetal Oocyte 91, 92
(Antipodean) factor
Vgl Signaling Vegetal Oocyte 5
molecule
Xcat-2 RNA-binding Vegetal Oocyte 78, 79
protein
Xcat-3 RNA-binding Vegetal Oocyte 95
protein
Xcat-4 NR Vegetal Oocyte 70
xl-21 Transcription Animal Oocyte 87
factor (?)
Xlan4 P-rich and PEST Animal Oocyte 88
sequences
Xlcaax-1 Membrane Animal Oocyte 89
protein
Xlsirt Noncoding RNA Vegetal Oocyte 97
Xwnt-11 Secreted ligand Vegetal Oocyte 98
Yeast
ASH1 Transcription Budding site Mother cell 128, 129
factor
Zebrafish
Vasa RNA-binding Cleavage plane Early embryo 209
protein
aNR, Not reported.
mechanisms of RNA localization, the developmental functions of these RNAs,
and of their localization per se.
This review begins with a description of patterns of cytoplasmic RNA lo-
calization with an emphasis on Xenopus and Drosophila. To help explain the
patterns and their significance, brief descriptions of the structure and develop-
ment of Xenopus and Drosophila oocytes and/or early embryos are included.
After considering the patterns of RNA localization, the focus switches to mech-
anisms. First, the dynamics of RNA localization are considered, including the
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role of the cytoskeleton in RNA transport and anchoring. Then specific com-
ponents of the localization mechanism are dissected; these include cis-acting
sequences and trans-acting factors that function either in localization per se or
in control of RNA stability or translation during and after localization. Finally,
developmental functions of RNA localization are discussed.
PATTERNS OF RNA LOCALIZATION
All cells are nonhomogeneous since they are compartmentalized into organelles
with distinct functions and locations. These inhomogeneities can result in sev-
eral forms of cellular symmetry and asymmetry. For example, positioning of
the nucleus in the center of an otherwise quite homogeneous spherical cell pro-
duces spherical symmetry. In such a cell (and there are few if any examples,
with the possible exception of some oocytes), certain RNAs might be local-
ized close to the nucleus (perinuclear) while others might be positioned more
peripherally. More complex cellular asymmetries result from variations in cell
shape and the position of the nucleus and other subcellular organelles. Cells
can be radially symmetric or even further polarized in two or three axes. In
these cases, RNA localization can occur relative to one, two, or three axes (e.g.
to the dorsal anterior pole). Regardless of cell shape or size, RNA distribution
patterns are usually based on preexisting asymmetries and can, in turn, lead to
the establishment of further asymmetries.
This section describes the dynamics and patterns of subcellular distribution
of cytoplasmically localized RNAs. It provides a cellular and developmental
context for consideration of the mechanisms and functions of RNA localization
in subsequent sections. The emphasis here is on the best understood of the
examples listed in Table 1.
Drosophila Oocytes and Early Embryos
STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE NURSE CELL–OOCYTE COMPLEX
The two bilaterally symmetric Drosophila ovaries each consist of about 16
ovarioles. At the anterior tip of the ovariole is the germarium. Here the oogo-
nial stem cells divide asymmetrically producing a stem cell and a commited
cell, which is called a cystoblast. Each cystoblast divides four times with in-
complete cytokinesis to form 16 cystocyte cells interconnected by cytoplasmic
bridges that run through specialized membrane cytoskeletal structures called
ring canals. Only 1 of the 16 cystocytes becomes the oocyte, and the remain-
ing 15 become nurse cells. Each 16-cell germarial cyst becomes surrounded
by somatically derived follicle cells to form a stage 1 egg chamber. The more
posterior part of the ovariole comprises a connected series of progressively
older egg chambers ordered such that the youngest is most anterior and the
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oldest (stage 14) most posterior relative to the body axis of the female. It takes
three days for an egg chamber to produce a mature egg. Except during the
final six hours, the nurse cells synthesize large amounts of RNA and protein
that are transported into the developing oocyte. Many of these molecules are
required during the first two hours of embryonic development prior to the onset
of zygotic transcription.
Selection of the oocyte from among the 16 cystocytes is not random. Of the
16 cells, 2 are connected to 4 others and 1 of these always becomes the oocyte
(9). A large cytoplasmic structure—called the fusome—containing several cy-
toskeletal proteins, runs through the ring canals that connect cystocytes and
has been implicated in oocyte determination (10–13). The only microtubule
organizing center (MTOC) in the 16-cell complex is localized to the pro-oocyte,
and microtubule arrays connect all 16 cells through the ring canals (reviewed in
14, 15). Because the MTOC nucleates the minus ends of the microtubules, the
microtubule-based cytoskeleton that connects the 16 cells is polarized. This has
important consequences for RNA transport from the nurse cells into the oocyte
as well as for RNA localization within the oocyte itself.
RNA LOCALIZATION IN STAGE 1–6 EGG CHAMBERS Many RNAs that are later
localized within the growing oocyte are first transcribed in all 16 germline cells
but accumulate specifically in the pro-oocyte. These include the Adducin like-
huli tai shao (Add-hts) (16, 17), Bicaudal-C (18), Bicaudal-D (19), egalitarian
(20), gurken (21), K10 (22), orb (23), oskar (24, 25), Polar granule component
(Pgc) (26), and tudor (27) transcripts. Other RNAs that will later be localized
within the oocyte are transcribed at very low levels in the nurse cells at this early
stage and so cannot be visualized easily. For example, nanos is transcribed at
low levels, and oocyte accumulation can be seen only later (28). Additional
transcripts, such as ovarian tumor (29) and cytoplasmic tropomyosin II (cTmII )
(30), also accumulate in the oocyte at this and later stages but are not localized.
Therefore oocyte-specific accumulation is not unique to RNAs that will be
localized within the oocyte during later stages of oogenesis but is a property of
many RNAs synthesized in the germline of early egg chambers. The fact that
many RNAs that accumulate in the early oocyte appear to do so with higher
concentrations at the posterior cortex—the site of the only MTOC in the egg
chamber (31)—is an early indication of the role of the polarized microtubule
network in RNA transport and localization (see below).
The exact stage at which transcription of different localized RNAs com-
mences (or at least the stage at which the transcripts can first be detected)
varies. For example, bicoid is first transcribed in the nurse cells of stage 5 egg
chambers and then accumulates in the oocyte (32), whereas oskar (24, 25) and
K10 (22) RNAs already accumulate in the oocyte in the germarium over a day
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earlier. Interestingly, the dynamics of accumulation of these RNAs is identical
if they are intentionally transcribed at the same time (33). Thus temporal differ-
ences in patterns of oocyte accumulation of different RNAs are a consequence
of variation in time of transcription and are not indicative of a difference in
underlying transport mechanism, which in fact is similar for different RNAs
transcribed at distinct stages.
REORGANIZATION OF THE CYTOSKELETON AND RNA LOCALIZATION DURING
STAGE 7 The process of nurse cell transcription and oocyte accumulation of
RNAs continues through stage 6. During this time oocyte-follicle cell inter-
actions establish anterior-posterior polarity within the oocyte and in the sur-
rounding follicle cells (34, 35). Reciprocal signaling between the follicle cells
and the oocyte results in a reorganization of the cytoskeleton such that, by the
end of stage 7, the MTOC disappears from the posterior of the oocyte and
microtubules become concentrated at the anterior oocyte margin (31, 34, 35).
Concomitant with this change in cytoskeletal organization, RNAs that previ-
ously accumulated at the posterior of the oocyte localize in a ring-like pattern
at the anterior oocyte margin (Figure 1) (e.g. Bicaudal-C, Bicaudal-D, bicoid,
egalitarian, gurken, K10, nanos, orb, oskar, and Pgc) (18–26). At this stage
several proteins are also seen in an anterior ring-like pattern (e.g. Egalitarian
and Bicaudal-D) (20). This redistribution of RNA and protein is likely a con-
sequence of the reorganization of the microtubule network such that the minus
ends of microtubules move from the posterior pole to the anterior. Consistent
with this, a fl-galactosidase fusion to the minus-end-directed microtubule mo-
tor, Nod, relocalizes from the posterior pole of the oocyte at stage 6 to a ring
around the anterior margin by the end of stage 7 (36). Thus RNAs that are trans-
ported into and within the oocyte by minus-end-directed microtubule motors
would be expected to accumulate at the anterior rather than the posterior pole.
As expected, the transient anterior localization of transcripts (e.g. Bicaudal-D,
bicoid, K10, orb) is colchicine sensitive (37), and microtubules are required for
anterior Egalitarian protein localization (20).
Mutations in genes involved in oocyte-follicle cell signaling during stages 6
and 7 cause defects in oocyte polarity (see below) and in the microtubule-based
cytoskeleton (e.g. Delta, gurken, Notch, PKA) (34, 35, 38, 39). For example,
double-anterior oocytes can form in which microtubules have their minus ends
at both oocyte poles and their plus ends at its center. Mutations in homeless
cause a similar disorganization of microtubules (40). Such disorganization
results in bicoid RNA localization at both poles of the oocyte while oskar
RNA and plus-end-directed kinesin-fl-galactosidase fusion protein localize in
the middle (38, 41, 42). These data emphasize that microtubule polarity directs
intraoocyte transcript localization.
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Figure 1 Localization of transcripts during Drosophila oogenesis. Transcript distribution patterns
are shown in black or gray shading for bicoid, gurken, nanos, and oskar RNAs in stage 8 (top row),
9 (middle row), and 10B (bottom row) egg chambers. A, anterior; P, posterior; D, dorsal; V, ventral.
Drawings of egg chambers are after King (9).
RNA LOCALIZATION AT STAGES 8–9 Further changes in RNA localization pat-
terns occur at stages 8 and 9. Certain RNAs localize in a general anterior
cortical pattern. These include Bicaudal-C (18), Bicaudal-D (19), bicoid (7),
K10 (22), nanos (28, 43), orb (23), and Pgc (26). In contrast, Add-hts RNA
shifts from a general cortical pattern to an anterior cortical pattern (16, 44, 45;
KL Whittaker, D Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation)
whereas gurken RNA localizes in a dorso-anterior pattern around the nucleus
(21). Others such as egalitarian RNA delocalize from the anterior and become
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uniformly distributed (20). Still others begin to relocalize to the posterior: Pgc
RNA spreads posteriorly along the oocyte cortex (26) while oskar RNA grad-
ually moves away from the anterior and begins to accumulate at the posterior
pole of the oocyte (24, 25).
During this same period a kinesin-fl-galactosidase fusion protein localizes
to the posterior (41). This observation suggests that, even though it has not
been possible to visualize microtubules that traverse antero-posterior axis of
the oocyte at this stage (31), they must be present. RNAs that enter the oocyte
at this stage or that were previously localized to the anterior of the oocyte
in association with minus-end-directed microtubule motors, must dissociate
from these motors and associate with plus-end-directed motors in order to
be translocated to the posterior pole. One such RNA is oskar, which by the
end of stage 9, is present only at the posterior pole of the oocyte (24, 25).
oskar RNA plays a key role in nucleating formation of the polar granules at
the posterior pole of the oocyte. The polar granules, which are involved in
germ-cell specification (see below), gradually assemble during stages 9–14 of
oogenesis (reviewed in 47).
NURSE CELL “DUMPING” AND RNA LOCALIZATION FROM STAGES 10–14 Dur-
ing stages 9 and 10 nurse cells increase synthesis of RNA and protein, dump
their contents into the oocyte starting at stage 10B, and degenerate by the end
of stage 12. This massive transfer of material is aided by contraction of the
actin cortex of nurse cells. “Dumpless” mutants affect this process as well as
ring canal structure. These genes, chickadee (encoding a profilin homolog),
singed (encoding a fascin homolog), and quail (encoding a vilin homolog), are
involved in F-actin crosslinking, indicating a major role for the actin-based cy-
toskeleton (48–50). Moreover, these studies demonstrate that the actin-based
cytoskeleton is involved in anchoring the nurse cell nuclei so that they do not
plug the ring canals during the dumping process. Interestingly, bicoid is lo-
calized apically in nurse cells during this phase (32). This apical distribution
of bicoid RNA indicates a preexisting asymmetry within the nurse cells, but
whether this transient bicoid localization in nurse cells serves any function is
unclear. A similar apical nurse cell RNA localization pattern is observed for
ectopically expressed oskar and K10 transcripts at this stage (33).
During stage 10B, microtubules rearrange into subcortical parallel arrays in
the oocyte, and a microtubule-based process called ooplasmic streaming begins.
Capuccino and Spire proteins are required for control of ooplasmic stream-
ing (51, 52). During stages 10B–12 the dumping of large amounts of RNA
into the oocyte along with ooplasmic streaming make it difficult to distinguish
delocalization of previously localized RNA on the one hand, from a transient
stage during which the dumped RNA is becoming localized (i.e. is joining the
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previously localized RNA at its intracellular target site) on the other. This is fur-
ther complicated by the release of many transiently anteriorly localized RNAs,
followed by their gradual translocation toward the posterior in some cases, or
their complete delocalization in others. As a result, many RNAs appear to be
generally distributed in the stage 11 oocyte. These include Bicaudal-C (18),
Bicaudal-D (19), egalitarian (20), nanos (28), and orb (23). Other previously
localized transcripts such as K10 and gurken disappear by stage 11 (21, 22).
In contrast, the anterior localization pattern of bicoid and Add-hts transcripts
is maintained throughout these stages (7, 16, 32). Maintenance of this pattern
is likely the result of two factors: (a) anteriorly localized RNAs are trapped
as they enter the oocyte from the nurse cells (WE Theurkauf, TI Hazelrigg,
personal communication) and (b) previously anchored bicoid and Add-hts RNA
is not released from the anterior pole during dumping and so does not have the
opportunity to become generally distributed throughout the oocyte (16, 32).
After ooplasmic streaming is completed (stage 12), subcortical microtubules
are replaced by randomly oriented short cytoplasmic filaments, and F-actin
reorganizes from a dense cortical filament network to an extensive deep cy-
toplasmic network (31, 54, 55). At this stage, several newly localized RNAs
can be seen at the posterior of the oocyte. These include nanos (28, 56), germ
cell-less (57), and probably orb (23). In addition, oskar and Pgc transcripts
exhibit a posteriorly enriched pattern (24–26). bicoid and Add-hts transcripts
remain localized at the anterior pole of late oocytes (7, 16, 32).
RNA LOCALIZATION IN EARLY EMBRYOS After egg activation, the cytoskele-
ton reorganizes once again with actin and tubulin concentrated in the cortex and
deeper filamentous networks of microtubules (31, 54, 55). Some longitudinal
actin fibers may also be present in the early embryo. The Drosophila zygote
undergoes 13 synchronous nuclear divisions without cytokinesis, forming a
syncytial embryo containing several thousand nuclei that share the same cy-
toplasm (58). This syncytial state persists until the end of the 14th cell cycle
when approximately 6000 nuclei reside at the cortex. Subsequently, invagina-
tion of membranes forms individual cells to give the cellular blastoderm. At
this point the antero-posterior and dorso-ventral positional fates of the cells are
specified.
The two anteriorly localized maternal RNAs—bicoid (Figures 1 and 2) and
Add-hts—persist in early cleavage embryos. Add-hts is released and diffuses
posteriorly (16), while bicoid appears to remain anchored at the anterior cortex
(7, 32). By the cellular blastoderm stage both RNAs are gone.
Three RNAs that are posteriorly localized in the oocyte—oskar, nanos
(Figures 1 and 2), and Pgc—retain posterior localization in early cleavage
stage embryos. By nuclear cycle 6/7 oskar RNA is gone (24), whereas Pgc and
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Figure 2 Localized maternal transcripts in early Drosophila embryos. A: bicoid RNA; B: nanos
RNA. Images are of whole mount RNA tissue in situ hybridizations to stage 2 embryos using
digoxigenin-labeled probes. Anterior is to the left and dorsal toward the top of the page.
nanos RNAs are associated with polar granules and are taken up into pole cells
together with these granules (26, 56). Some maternal RNAs do not become
posteriorly localized until late in oogenesis or early embryogenesis. Examples
are Cyclin B (59–62) and Hsp83 (60, 61, 63) transcripts. By the cellular blas-
toderm stage, maternal transcripts of Cyclin B, germ cell-less, Hsp83, nanos,
orb, and Pgc can be detected only in pole cells.
During the syncytial and cellular blastoderm stages, zygotic synthesis of
RNA commences. Several of these zygotically synthesized transcripts, includ-
ing crumbs, even-skipped, fushi tarazu, hairy, runt, and wingless are apically
localized in the blastoderm (64–69), an epithelium surrounding the syncytial
yolk mass of the zygote.
Xenopus Oocytes
As in Drosophila, maternally synthesized gene products play a key role in the
development of the Xenopus embryo (reviewed in 70). Zygotic transcription
initiates at the 4000-cell mid blastula stage. Unlike in Drosophila, however,
synthesis of maternal molecules occurs in the oocyte itself. Thus the issue of
transport into the oocyte from interconnected nurse cells does not arise.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE OOCYTE The Xenopus oocyte is initially a small
spherical cell of 30 „m diameter when it is produced by mitosis of a stem
cell, the oogonium (71). However, even at this stage, its nucleus and organelles
are asymmetrically distributed (72, 73). Unlike Drosophila oogenesis, which
lasts just over a week, Xenopus oogenesis lasts three years, although most of the
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synthesis of oocyte contents occurs in the third year (71). The oocyte reaches
a final diameter of approximately 1.5 mm (71).
An early indicator of asymmetry is the mitochondrial cloud or Balbiani body
(71). It is composed of clumps of mitochondria, rough endoplasmic reticulum,
and dense granules that initially are evenly distributed around the periphery of
the germinal vesicle in early stage I oocytes (»80 „m diameter). By the end of
stage I these components condense on one side of the germinal vesicle as a cap-
like structure that grows and assumes a spherical shape. Beginning in stage II,
the mitochondrial cloud moves toward the future vegetal pole initially changing
shape to become disk-like and then reorganizing into a wedge-like shape (late
stage II/early stage III). Subsequently its components become localized to the
vegetal cortex of the oocyte during stage III/IV.
The mitochondrial cloud probably functions in the accumulation and local-
ization of material needed for the formation of germ plasm at the vegetal pole
of the early embryo (reviewed in 70, 74). In structure and function the Xeno-
pus germ plasm is comparable to the Drosophila posterior polar plasm, and it
contains germinal granules that function in germ-cell determination. However,
while Drosophila polar granules are sufficient for the induction of germ cells
(75, 76), Xenopus primordial germ cells are not irreversibly determined (77).
Preliminary evidence indicates that certain RNA and protein components of
the Drosophila and Xenopus germinal granules are evolutionarily conserved
(70, 78, 79) and that in both cases RNA localization is an important mechanism
used to locally assemble these structures.
The oocyte cytoskeleton is symmetric early in oogenesis. Until stage II the
germinal vesicle appears to serve as the only MTOC with microtubules emanat-
ing radially toward the plasma membrane (80). This array loses its symmetry as
the germinal vesicle moves toward the future animal pole and the mitochondrial
cloud starts condensing at the opposite (vegetal) side. At this time microtubules
start to concentrate at the vegetal side of the germinal vesicle, colocalizing with
the wedge-shaped mitochondrial cloud by late stage II (77). The germinal vesi-
cle completes movement to the animal hemisphere by stage V/VI and at this
time the microtubule array disappears.
RNA LOCALIZATION PATTERNS The first collection of localized RNAs was re-
ported for Xenopus oocytes. Three animal hemisphere–enriched RNAs (An1,
An2, An3) and one vegetal hemisphere–localized RNA (Vg1; Figures 3 and 4)
were identified in a molecular screen for cDNAs representing mRNAs differ-
entially distributed along the animal-vegetal axis (5).
The animal hemisphere (An)–enriched RNAs are not tightly localized within
the animal hemisphere but are at least fourfold enriched in this hemisphere
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Figure 3 Localization of transcripts during Xenopus oogenesis. Transcript distribution patterns
are shown in black, on the left for transcripts that show a Vg1-like pattern and on the right for
transcripts that show an Xcat-2-like distribution pattern. Oocytes from stages I–IV are schematized.
An, animal pole; Vg, vegetal pole. The germinal vesicle (oocyte nucleus) is shown in gray and the
METRO as a white circle (stage I) or ellipsoid (stage II). Drawings of oocytes are after Kloc &
Etkin (90).
relative to their vegetal concentration. Generally distributed maternal RNAs
are twice as abundant in the animal than in the vegetal hemisphere (5). Thus
the An RNAs are enriched in the animal hemisphere at least twofold versus other
maternal RNAs. There are over a dozen known examples of An RNAs, all with
similar distribution patterns: An1a (5, 81), An1b (5, 81), An2 (5, 82), An3 (5),
An4a (83), An4b (83), fl-TrCP (83), G protein (84), oct60 (85), PKC-fi (86),
xl-21 (87), Xlan-4 (88), and Xlcaax-1 (89). Unfortunately, reported in situ RNA
hybridization data are lacking, making detailed comparisons of distribution
patterns impossible.
In contrast to the An RNAs, the vegetally localized RNAs exhibit highly re-
stricted distribution patterns. Careful observations of the patterns of localization
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Figure 4 Localized transcripts in Xenopus oocytes. A: Vg1 RNA; B: Xcat-2 RNA; C: Xlsirt RNA.
All images are of whole mount RNA tissue in situ hybridizations to either late stage III (A) or early
stage II (B, C ) oocytes. In A, the vegetal pole points toward the top right; in B and C the vegetal
tip of the oocyte is at the center of the transcript distribution (i.e. the oocytes are viewed from the
vegetal side). The small patches of Xcat-2 RNA that are radially symmetrically distributed around
the vegetal ring of transcripts are in the islands of germ plasm.
in situ in whole mounts have suggested two or three distinct patterns (70, 90–92)
exemplified by Vg1, Xcat-2, and, possibly, VegT/Antipodean.
Four RNAs show the Vg1-like pattern of localization: Vg1 (Figures 3 and 4);
and Xcat-4, B12, and B9 (70). Vg1 RNA is initially distributed uniformly in the
oocyte cytoplasm and is excluded from the mitochondrial cloud during stages
I and II (93). During late stage II/early stage III, Vg1 transcripts accumulate
in a wedge-like pattern toward the vegetal pole before becoming restricted to
the vegetal cortex by late stage III (93–95). Finally, at stage IV, Vg1 RNA is
tightly localized to the cortex of the entire vegetal hemisphere (94, 96). This
localization pattern correlates with the dispersion of the mitochondrial cloud
(see above).
The second pattern of RNA localization is exhibited by seven RNAs: Xcat-2,
Xwnt-11, Xcat-3, B6, B7, C10, and the Xlsirts (Figures 3 and 4) (70, 78, 79, 95,
97, 98). This localization process includes passage through what has been called
a message transport organizer (METRO) within the mitochondrial cloud (Fig-
ure 3) and occurs in three distinct steps (90): (a) movement from the germinal
vesicle to the mitochondrial cloud, (b) sorting within the METRO, and (c)
translocation and anchoring to vegetal cortex. Localization begins during early
oocyte stage I when transcripts appear to be distributed throughout the cyto-
plasm at low levels with slightly higher concentrations around the germinal
vesicle. As the mitochondrial cloud condenses into a sphere during mid stage
I, these transcripts are transported to the METRO. For Xcat-2 this change in
pattern is not the result of a reduction of RNA elsewhere, as the total amount
of RNA in the oocyte remains constant or even increases (79). Within the
METRO the transcripts are sorted such that, for example, Xcat-2 is localized
first, followed by Xlsirts, and then Xwnt-11 (70, 79, 90, 99). By late stage I,
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when the METRO is disc-like, Xcat-2 RNA is in the periphery of the disc,
Xwnt-11 RNA is in the center, and Xlsirts reside between these two (Figure 3).
The METRO moves vegetally such that by stage IV, all three RNAs are local-
ized at the tip of the vegetal pole (70, 79, 90, 99). At this stage, the Vg1 RNA
pattern is quite distinct as it is distributed throughout the vegetal cortex (70, 79,
90, 99).
The third type of localization, typified by VegT (Antipodean), appears to
deviate from both of these patterns, although there is some discrepancy in the
distributions described in two reports (91, 92). VegT/Apod maternal transcripts
are initially uniform in the cytoplasm in stage I. Later they appear to move
to the vegetal pole with a timing and pattern similar to Xlsirts, Xcat-2, and
Xwnt-11 transcripts. One report describes a distribution at late stage III/early
stage IV similar to that of Vg1 (92), while another describes a novel final
pattern predominantly in the vegetal yolk (91). The latter distribution would
imply a target of localization that is distinct from all other vegetally localized
transcripts.
After fertilization, the B7 transcripts disappear, the Xlsirt, Xcat-2, and Xcat-3
transcripts are associated with the germ plasm in the primordial germ cells,
and the other transcripts (B9, B12, C10, Vg1, Xcat-4, and Xwnt-11) are all
located in the vegetal blastomeres (70, 79, 90, 93, 98, 99; L Etkin, personal
communication).
Ascidian Oocytes
Several RNAs are localized in ascidian (Styela) oocytes (Table 1). These in-
clude YC RNA, PCNA mRNA, and ribosomal protein L5 mRNA. PCNA mRNA
is initially uniformly distributed throughout the previtellogenic oocyte (100).
During maturation, PCNA mRNA becomes concentrated in the central ecto-
plasm and cortical regions surrounding the myoplasm but is absent from the
myoplasm per se (100). While PCNA mRNA can be observed in both the
ectoplasm and the myoplasm after the first phase of ooplasmic segregation,
which restricts the ectoplasm and myoplasm to the vegetal hemisphere, PCNA
mRNA is absent from the myoplasm in the two-cell embryo (100). YC RNA is
distributed throughout the cytoplasm of previtellogenic oocytes (101). How-
ever, during early vitellogenesis, YC transcripts are localized around the nu-
cleus. They gradually move away from the nucleus as the oocyte increases
in size, until they become restricted to the cortex of postvitellogenic oocytes
(101). After the first phase of ooplasmic segregation shortly after fertiliza-
tion, YC transcripts are localized in the vegetal cap of myoplasm (101). A third
pattern of localization is exhibited by L5 transcripts, which are concentrated
in the cortical myoplasm (except at the animal pole) during oogenesis (102).
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After fertilization, L5 transcripts become restricted to the vegetal myoplasm
(102).
Echinoderm Oocytes
There is one example of a maternally synthesized mRNA that is localized in the
echinoderm (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus) oocyte and early embryo (103).
This SpCOUP-TF mRNA, which encodes an “orphan” nuclear steroid hormone
receptor, is localized subcortically in one hemisphere of the sea urchin oocyte
and mature egg. Since there are no markers of the animal-vegetal axis of the
egg, the location of SpCOUP-TF transcripts in the egg was inferred from their
distribution in cleavage stage embryos where the animal-vegetal and oral-aboral
axes are evident morphologically. From this inference it was concluded that
SpCOUP-TF transcripts are localized such that they are restricted to one of
the two cells produced by the first cleavage (i.e. lateral to the animal-vegetal
axis) and, thus, are fixed at a 45– angle relative to the future oral-aboral axis
(103).
Zebrafish Embryos
There is one example of a maternally synthesized mRNA that is localized
within the cells of the zebrafish (Brachydanio rerio) embryo (209). This mRNA
encodes a fish homolog of Drosophila Vasa, a DEAD-box RNA helicase that is
known to function in germ plasm assembly (see below). Maternally synthesized
zebrafish vasa transcripts localize to the inner (yolk-most) edges of the cleavage
furrows at the first embryonic cell division (209). This localization pattern is
maintained through the four-cell stage. From the 8- to the 1000-cell stage, the
vasa transcripts remain in only four cells (the presumptive primordial germ
cells) and are found in intracellular clumps that likely represent the assembling
germ plasm. Subsequently, vasa transcripts are found in all primordial germ
cells and germ cells.
Polarized Somatic Cells
Many cells in addition to oocytes are polarized. Epithelial cells have an apical-
basal polarity. Differentiated neurons have dendritic arbors and an axon. Fibro-
blasts have specialized moving membranes (lamellopodia) at defined surfaces.
These classes of cells also show asymmetric distributions of RNAs. However,
in most cases, the developmental significance of RNA localization is unknown
or, alternatively, transcript localization serves a function in the fully differen-
tiated cell rather than during its development or differentiation. Several RNA
localization patterns in these polarized cells are described here.
Although neurons can exhibit very complex and quite varied cytoarchitec-
tures, they are classic examples of polarized cells and generally have an axon
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on one side of the cell body (soma) and dendrites on the other. Most neuronal
RNAs are present only in the soma and are excluded from dendrites and axons.
At least 12 localized neuronal RNAs have been reported (1, 104, 105). These
RNAs can be classified into two different patterns. The first is somatodendritic:
MAP2 (106); BC-1 (107); BC-200 (108); CaMKII-fi (109); IP3 receptor (110);
and Arc, F1/GAP43, and RC3 (104) RNAs. The second is axonal: BC-1 (111),
tau (112), tropomyosin-5 (113), vasopressin/oxytocin (114, 115), prodynorphin
(116, 117), and odorant receptor (118, 119) RNAs. In almost all cases these
RNAs are localized in differentiated neurons. The exception, tropomyosin-5
(Tm5) RNA, is localized prior to any structural polarities at the future axonal
pole of differentiating neurons (113). In mature neurons Tm5 RNA is present
only in the soma (113).
Several types of cells have defined areas of membrane devoted to a particular
function. Myelinating membranes of oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells have
associated myelin basic protein (MBP) mRNA (120, 121). mRNA for vacuolar
HC-ATPase subunits is localized to the bone resorption membranes of osteo-
clasts (122). Lamellopodia of fibroblasts (123) and myoblasts (124) contain
localized cytoplasmic fl-actin mRNA. Apical ends of villar epithelial cells also
have high concentrations of actin mRNA (125). In these cases, the distribu-
tion of mRNA likely follows the differentiation of these cell types rather than
playing a role during their differentiation.
In Drosophila the location of plus-end (kinesin)- and minus-end (Nod)-
directed microtubule motors provides a readout of the polarities of various
cell types. Localization of these motors within oocytes was mentioned ear-
lier. In addition, these motors localize to opposite ends of polarized cells
(36): epithelia (Nod is apical and kinesin is basal), mitotic spindles (Nod is
at the poles), neurons (Nod is dendritic and kinesin is axonal), and muscle
(Nod is at the center and kinesin at attachment sites). As mentioned previ-
ously, several mRNAs (e.g. crumbs, even-skipped, fushi tarazu, hairy, runt,
and wingless) are apically localized within undifferentiated epithelia such as
the embryonic blastoderm (64–69). In addition, mRNAs (e.g. sevenless) are lo-
calized within the developing epithelium of imaginal discs such as the eye disc
(126).
It has been reported that prospero and inscuteable mRNAs are localized
within embryonic Drosophila neuroblasts (127). The inscuteable transcripts are
apically localized during interphase of the neuroblast cell divisions, while pros-
pero transcripts are apically localized at interphase but are basal from prophase
to telophase. Basal prospero RNA is segregated into one daughter cell (the
ganglion mother cell).
The S. cerevisiae ASH1 mRNA is localized within yeast cells at the site of
the future bud and is segregated into the daughter cell (128, 129).
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MECHANISMS OF RNA LOCALIZATION
This section focuses on general classes of RNA localization mechanisms. Spe-
cific details of cis-acting sequences and trans-acting factors that function in
RNA localization are reviewed in the following section.
Nucleo-Cytoplasmic Transport
An obvious way to achieve cytoplasmic RNA localization is to export transcripts
vectorially from only one side of the nucleus and then to transport or anchor
them in the cytoplasm on that side of the nucleus. Substantial progress has
been made recently in understanding the mechanisms of nucleo-cytoplasmic
transport (130); however, studies of vectorial aspects of transport from the
nucleus are in their infancy.
In general, it has been difficult to establish vectorial nucleo-cytoplasmic
transport for particular transcripts due to experimental limitations. An excep-
tion is the case of pair-rule gene transcripts (hairy and fushi tarazu) in the
cellularizing blastoderm of Drosophila (65, 131). Here it was possible to use
mutations to produce two layers of nuclei (or displaced nuclei) in the cortex of
the syncytial blastoderm and, thus, to show—for the inner nuclei—that tran-
scripts are vectorially exported even in the absence of normal apical cytoskeletal
structures. The fact that this is possible suggests that the nuclei themselves have
a polarity independent of the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton. Moreover, this directed
export depends on the 30-UTR (65), suggesting that it is specific to these tran-
scripts (see below for a discussion of the role of 30-UTRs).
A second example of vectorial nucleo-cytoplasmic export may be the Droso-
phila gurken mRNA that is localized dorso-anterior to the nucleus in stage
8 oocytes. The gurken transcripts are synthesized in the oocyte nucleus itself
(R Cohen, personal communication), and the K10 and Squid proteins may
function in vectorial transport of the gurken mRNA (see below).
Transport from One Cell Type into Another
A second class of localization mechanism applies during Drosophila oogene-
sis. As outlined previously, RNAs are transported from the nurse cells into the
oocyte through intercellular bridges known as ring canals. Nurse cells connect
only to the presumptive anterior pole of the oocyte, so that the imported RNAs
first arrive at the oocyte’s anterior pole. It is likely that anteriorly localized
RNAs (e.g. bicoid ) are trapped at the anterior pole when they enter the oocyte
(WE Theurkauf, TI Hazelrigg, personal communication). The fact that mutants
in which nurse cells connect to the oocyte at both poles result in bipolar trans-
port into the oocyte and trapping of bicoid RNA at both poles (42) supports this
hypothesis. Recent experiments in which so-called localization particles were
followed by time-lapse confocal microscopy supports this hypothesis further
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(WE Theurkauf, TI Hazelrigg, personal communication). In contrast to the
entrapment seen for anterior-localized RNAs, those that are localized to the
posterior pole are actively transported there in association with the cytoskele-
ton or are localized there by other mechanisms such as degradation-protection
(see below).
Transport Out of Mitochondria
The posterior polar plasm of Drosophila oocytes and early embryos contains
large, non-membrane-bound organelles known as polar granules, which are in-
volved in germ cell formation and specification (see below). Mitochondria are
found in close association with the polar granules. One of the more remarkable
examples of a localized RNA is the Drosophila 16S mitochondrial large ribo-
somal RNA (mtlrRNA), which is encoded by the mitochondrial genome (132).
This RNA appears to be exported from the mitochondria into the cytoplasm
within the posterior polar plasm and to be associated with polar granules (61,
133–137). Indeed, given the apposition of polar granules and mitochondria, the
mtlrRNA may in fact be exported vectorially out of mitochondria directly into
or onto the polar granules. The function of the mtlrRNA in the polar granules
is unclear, although it has been implicated in pole cell formation (133). There
is some disagreement, however, about whether a high local concentration of
mtlrRNA is indeed necessary for pole cell formation (135–137).
Generalized Degradation with Localized Protection
It was postulated several years ago that one mechanism by which a generalized
RNA distribution could be converted to a restricted pattern was through degrada-
tion of the RNA throughout the cell except at the site of localization (138). Sev-
eral Drosophila transcripts represent variants of this type of process. For exam-
ple, while the bulk of maternally synthesized nanos and cyclin B transcripts are
concentrated in the posterior polar plasm of the early embryo, a subset of these
transcripts remains unlocalized (62, 139–141). The posteriorly localized tran-
scripts are taken up into the pole cells when they bud, while the unlocalized tran-
scripts are degraded (62, 139–141). Similarly, maternally synthesized Hsp83
transcripts are generally distributed in the early embryo (61, 63, 142; SR Halsell,
A Bashirullah, RL Cooperstock, WW Fisher, A Karaiskakis, HD Lipshitz,
manuscript in preparation). Hsp83 transcripts in the posterior polar plasm
also are taken up into the pole cells when they bud, while the remaining tran-
scripts are degraded (61, 63, 142; SR Halsell, A Bashirullah, RL Cooperstock,
WW Fisher, A Karaiskakis, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation). There is
a close correlation between translational repression of unlocalized nanos tran-
scripts and their degradation (reviewed in 144). Under normal conditions, the
polar granules are necessary and sufficient for protection of nanos, cyclin B,
and Hsp83 transcripts from degradation at the posterior (56, 60, 63).
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Another example of transcript destabilization and localization may be ma-
ternally synthesized PCNA mRNA in the ascidian oocyte. There is sequence
complementarity between a non–protein-coding RNA, YC, whose 30 end is
complementary to the 30-UTR of the PCNA RNA (100) as well as to the 50-
UTR of ribosomal protein L5 RNA (ScYC26a) (102). During oogenesis the YC
RNA is perinuclear, gradually moving to the cortex, and after fertilization the
RNA segregates to the myoplasm and associates with the cytoskeleton (101).
Uniformly expressed maternal PCNA RNA initially overlaps with YC RNA but
later becomes depleted in the myoplasm (100). Investigators have suggested
that the double-stranded YC-PCNA RNA hybrid in the myoplasm might some-
how destabilize PCNA RNA, thus representing an example of RNA localization
by degradation-protection. The hypothesis that such double-stranded RNA hy-
brids destabilize specific RNAs in the myoplasm is, however, confounded by the
data for the L5 ribosomal protein maternal RNA. Although there is substantial
sequence complementarity between YC and L5 RNAs, L5 RNA is concentrated
in myoplasm along with YC RNA, rather than destabilized there (102). In
this case, the YC RNA has been postulated to aid the anchoring of L5 RNA.
Whether PCNA RNA localizes by a mechanism that involves hybrid-induced
degradation remains an open question.
Directed Cytoplasmic Transport of RNA
Asymmetries in cytoskeletal organization have been described earlier for both
Xenopus and Drosophila oocytes. Further, there is colocalization of specific
RNAs with either a minus-end-directed microtubule motor (Nod) or a plus-
end-directed motor (kinesin), in particular regions of the Drosophila oocyte’s
cytoplasm (see above). There is now substantial evidence that cytoplasmic
RNA transport to specific intracellular destinations is accomplished by both the
microtubule- and the microfilament-based cytoskeleton. The following section
reviews evidence for a role of the cytoskeleton in anchoring localized RNAs
at their intracellular destinations. Here the role of the cytoskeleton in directed
cytoplasmic transport is reviewed.
Analysis of intracellular transport mechanisms requires the ability to system-
atically perturb normal cytoskeletal function. These studies have been aided in
Xenopus and Drosophila by drugs that specifically perturb either the microtu-
bule-based (colchicine, nocodazole, or taxol) or the microfilament-based (cy-
tochalasins) cytoskeleton. In addition, mutations that affect components of the
cytoskeleton have led to informative results in Drosophila and Saccharomyces.
THE ROLE OF THE CYTOSKELETON IN RNA TRANSPORT DURING DROSOPHILA
OOGENESIS Localized RNAs have several characteristic and sequential pat-
terns of expression during Drosophila oogenesis that correlate with particular
aspects of the cytoskeleton, particularly the microtubules (see above).
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Over a dozen transcripts are synthesized in the nurse cells and specifically
accumulate in the oocyte within early egg chambers prior to their localization
[bicoid (7), nanos (28), orb (23), oskar (24, 25), Add-hts (16), Bicaudal-C (18),
Bicaudal-D (19), gurken (21), Pgc (26), K10 (22), egalitarian (20), and tu-
dor (27)]. Transport of these RNAs into the oocyte is likely to be carried out
by minus-end-directed microtubule motors since the MTOC is located in the
oocyte during these stages (see above). Although no specific motors have been
demonstrated to be involved in this process, the kinesin-like minus-end-directed
motor—Nod—localizes first to the oocyte and then to its posterior at the same
stages as many of these RNAs are transported into the oocyte and then accu-
mulate at its posterior pole (36). Dynein (a minus-end-directed motor) is also
localized to the oocyte at these stages (145) but does not appear to be involved
in RNA transport and localization (146). During these stages, several RNAs are
present in detergent insoluble fractions (e.g. bicoid, oskar, Bicaudal-D, K10,
orb) indicating association with the cytoskeleton (147). Moreover, the associ-
ation of bicoid, oskar, and Bicaudal-D RNAs with the cytoskeleton is sensitive
to colchicine and not to cytochalasins, indicating that microtubules but not
microfilaments are involved in their transport and localization (37, 147).
The phenotypes of orb, egalitarian, and Bicaudal-D mutants suggest a role
in oocyte specific RNA accumulation. Egalitarian and Bicaudal-D proteins are
made in nurse cells and are transported to the posterior of the oocyte presum-
ably along minus-directed microtubules (20). The distribution of Egalitarian
and Bicaudal-D proteins parallels that of the RNAs that are transported into
the oocyte at these stages. Microtubule inhibitors result in delocalization of
Egalitarian protein (20). Moreover, in egalitarian mutants oskar and orb RNA
are no longer associated with the cytoskeleton (147). This indicates that
Egalitarian and Bicaudal-D proteins may be involved—directly or indirectly—
in transporting localized RNAs along microtubule networks into and to the
posterior of the oocyte.
Mutations in genes required for early localization also perturb oocyte po-
larity; egalitarian and Bicaudal-D mutations cause all 16 cells of the cyst to
become polyploid nurse cells; thus oocyte-specific accumulation of transcripts
cannot occur because there is no oocyte (20, 148). Orb is required for oocyte
polarity, and in orb mutants, oocytes are located at ectopic positions within
the egg chamber (149). In orb mutant oocytes certain RNAs (orb, oskar) are
still localized—albeit at abnormal positions—whereas others are not localized
at all (Add-hts, Bicaudal-D, K10) (149). It is possible that Orb protein is re-
quired to establish microtubule polarity, whereas Egalitarian and Bicaudal-D
are necessary for its maintenance.
As described above, the majority of RNAs transported into and localized in
the oocyte have in common early transport from the nurse cells (stage 1–5),
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transient localization to the posterior (stage 6), and subsequent localization to
the anterior (stages 7–8). In addition, oskar and Pgc transcripts move back to
the posterior pole of the oocyte at stage 9, whereas the bicoid and Add-hts
RNAs never show the early posterior localization but are either always an-
teriorly localized (bicoid) or are initially localized throughout the cortex and
subsequently localize to the anterior (Add-hts). These data suggest that a default
transport and localization mechanism is carried out by minus-end-directed mi-
crotubule motors, and that certain RNAs (bicoid, Add-hts, oskar, Pgc ) initially
use this mechanism to enter the oocyte but then engage a different localization
machinery. Since bicoid and oskar RNA transport and localization are best
understood and exemplify distinct localization mechanisms, they are discussed
below.
bicoid RNA is localized at the anterior pole of the oocyte by stage 8 of
oogenesis and remains anterior until the late cleavage stage of embryogene-
sis when it is degraded. During its translocation from the nurse cells into the
oocyte, it is apically localized within the nurse cells (32). Both apical nurse
cell localization and anterior oocyte localization are sensitive to microtubule de-
polymerizing drugs (colchicine, nocodazole, tubulozole C) but not to inhibitors
of F-actin polymerization (cytochalasin D and B) (150). Recent evidence sug-
gests that transport of bicoid RNA into the oocyte actually involves several
distinct steps that might be mediated by distinct localization mechanisms; for
example, two distinct microtubule-dependent steps drive bicoid RNA localiza-
tion particles within the nurse cell cytoplasm (WE Theurkauf, TI Hazelrigg,
personal communication), but transport through the ring canals into the oocyte
is resistant to both microtubule and actin filament inhibitors (WE Theurkauf,
TI Hazelrigg, personal communication). The Exuperantia protein may medi-
ate this microtubule-independent transport (151). The cytoskeletal association
of bicoid transcripts is stage specific (147). During early oocyte accumula-
tion, bicoid transcripts are associated with the cytoskeleton (i.e. the detergent-
insoluble fraction). However, during stages 8–11, when bicoid transcripts are
at the anterior margin of the oocyte, they are not cytoskeleton associated. This
observation supports the idea that anchoring at the anterior pole at these stages
is accomplished by some other structures. Later, during stage 14, bicoid RNA is
localized in a tight cap at the anterior, is again associated with the microtubule-
based cytoskeleton, and its localization is again sensitive to colchicine. In early
embryos, bicoid RNA is no longer restricted to the cortex and is not associated
with the cytoskeleton (147).
A kinesin-fl-galactosidase fusion protein localizes to the posterior (41) at
stages 8–9, indicating that microtubules traverse the antero-posterior axis of the
oocyte at these stages and are oriented with their plus ends at the posterior (41).
This localization coincides with the initiation of oskar and Pgc translocation
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from the anterior pole of the oocyte to its posterior. Thus it is likely that oskar
and Pgc switch from the use of minus-end-directed microtubule motors to the
use of plus-end-directed ones in order to achieve transport to the posterior.
Posterior localization of the kinesin-fl-galactosidase fusion protein is lost
once ooplasmic streaming begins (stage 10) and is absent in capuccino and
spire mutant oocytes that undergo premature streaming (41, 52). In capuccino
and spire mutants oskar RNA is not localized to the posterior during stages 8
and 9, but instead oskar RNA is uniformly distributed throughout the oocyte
(24, 25). These mutants cause an early cytoplasmic streaming during stage 7 and
8 instead of 10B (52), suggesting that premature assembly of microtubules into
the parallel arrays in the subcortex drives cytoplasmic streaming (52). In other
words, oskar RNA does not localize to the posterior in capuccino and spire
mutants because these mutants omit the stage during which antero-posterior
axial organization of microtubules is used for directed transport of oskar RNA
to the posterior.
Evidence suggests a role for the actin-based cytoskeleton at the anterior of
the oocyte in transfer of RNAs to the microtubules that run from the ante-
rior to the posterior pole. In oocytes that are mutant for a component of the
actin-based cytoskeleton—cytoplasmic (nonmuscle) tropomyosin II (cTmII)—
oskar RNA remains anteriorly localized at stage 9 and never localizes posteri-
orly (152, 153). This observation suggests a role for cTmII—and possibly the
actin-based cytoskeleton—in transfer of oskar RNA to the axial microtubules.
Staufen protein similarly fails to translocate posteriorly in cTmII mutants (152),
suggesting that the entire transport particle containing Staufen protein and oskar
RNA fails to be transferred to the posterior translocation apparatus.
THE ROLE OF THE CYTOSKELETON IN RNA TRANSPORT DURING XENOPUS
OOGENESIS As discussed above, the dynamics of transcript localization to
the vegetal pole of Xenopus oocytes can largely be classified into two different
patterns exemplified by Vg1 and Xcat-2 RNAs.
Xcat-2 transcripts are distributed uniformly in early Xenopus oocytes (79)
and are then sequestered into the METRO region of the mitochondrial cloud
along with Xwnt-11, Xlsirt, and other RNAs (70, 90). This step appears to be
mediated by selective entrapment of these RNAs, possibly similar to posterior
polar-granule-localized RNAs in Drosophila (see below). Once localized to
the METRO, Xcat-2 accompanies the mitochondrial cloud to the vegetal pole
(90). Xcat-2 RNA then relocates to form a disc-like pattern at the tip of the
vegetal pole (90).
Vg1 RNA is initially generally distributed in the oocyte and later localizes
in the wedge-shaped pattern that overlaps but differs from that of Xcat-2 RNA
at the vegetal pole (90). Accumulation of Vg1 to the vegetal pole requires
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functional microtubules but not actin microfilaments (94). Later Vg1 RNA is
found throughout the cortex of the vegetal hemisphere, unlike Xcat-2, which is
localized to a more restricted area at the vegetal pole (90). During this late stage,
Vg1 RNA is enriched 30- to 50-fold in the detergent-insoluble fraction (96).
Moreover, this association and cortical Vg1 RNA localization are not sensitive
to microtubule-depolymerizing drugs (nocodazole and colchicine) but rather
to microfilament-disrupting agents (cytochalasin B) (94). This is an indication
of a two-step localization mechanism for Vg1 RNA where microtubules are
required for translocation and actin filaments for anchoring (94). Recent ev-
idence indicates that Vg1 RNA is associated with the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) and that Vg1 RNA-ER complexes move to the vegetal pole along with the
mitochondrial cloud in a microtubule-dependent fashion (154).
Xcat-2 RNA injected into later oocytes is able to localize cortically without
prior association with the METRO (99). This localization is dependent on mi-
crotubules and cannot occur in late oocytes (stage VI) when microtubules are
no longer present (99). Moreover, the cis-acting elements within the Xcat-2
30-UTR that are required for METRO localization and cortical localization are
different but overlapping (79, 99) (see below). In addition, injected Xcat-2 tran-
scripts that localize to the vegetal cortex without METRO do so in a pattern
similar to Vg1 (throughout the vegetal hemisphere) but different from that of
endogenous Xcat-2 transcripts (99). Thus the differences in Vg1 and Xcat-2
localization patterns are a consequence of the fact that Xcat-2 is normally asso-
ciated with the METRO, rather than in some inherent difference in their ability
to associate with the microtubule-based cytoskeleton.
ROLE OF THE CYTOSKELETON IN RNA TRANSPORT IN OTHER CELL TYPES Ob-
servations of localized RNAs in living neurons in culture have suggested that
they are present in particles composed of several RNAs and proteins including
polyribosomes (155). These particles translocate inside the cell in a micro-
tubule- but not microfilament-dependent manner (155). Similar studies with
MBP RNA injected into oligodendrocytes in culture indicate that the initially
homogeneous MBP RNA becomes organized into granules that align on mi-
crotubule tracks in the peripheral processes (156). Endogenous MBP RNA is
seen in granules and fractionates with the insoluble fraction in cell extracts,
consistent with an association of “transport” granules with the cytoskeleton
(156).
Mammalian tau mRNA is localized to the proximal hillock of axons (112).
This localization is mediated by the tau 30-UTR (see below) and depends on
microtubules (157). Interestingly, in vitro synthesized tau 30-UTR injected into
Xenopus oocytes localizes to the vegetal pole in a pattern identical to Vg1 RNA
(158). Moreover, this localization is dependent first on microtubules and then on
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actin microfilaments, as for Vg1 RNA (158). This observation demonstrates that
once an RNA associates with the cytoskeletal transport apparatus, it localizes
according to the type of cell in which it is. This occurs even if that RNA normally
would not be present in this cell type. Thus the role of the cytoskeleton in RNA
localization is highly conserved across evolution (see below).
RNA localization also occurs in the yeast S. cerevisiae. In this budding yeast,
ASH1 mRNA is localized first to the future bud site and then to the daughter
cell by a mechanism involving actin microfilaments (128, 129). The role of
microfilaments was demonstrated genetically using mutants in actin, myosin,
profilin, and tropomyosin (which form part of the microfilament network).
In contrast, disruption of microtubules by tubulin mutants, or disruption of
the process of budding with MYO2 mutants, has no effect on ASH1 transcript
localization.
In various somatic cells (e.g. fibroblasts and myoblasts) fl-actin mRNA is
localized to moving membranes (123, 124). This localization is not depen-
dent on microtubules or intermediate filaments but on microfilaments (123).
Both RNA transport and anchoring are dependent on the actin cytoskeleton
(123).
The data described above indicate a key role for microtubules in directed
mRNA transport, especially in Drosophila and Xenopus oocytes but also in po-
larized cells such as neurons and glia. In several cases, microfilaments also play
a crucial role in RNA localization. However, it is unclear whether the instances
of microfilament-based RNA localization indicate a role in directed RNA trans-
port versus in entrapment/anchoring of the RNA at the site of localization (see
below).
Entrapment/Anchoring of RNA at the Site of Localization
At stage 10B of Drosophila oogenesis, the microtubules in the oocyte assem-
ble into subcortical arrays that direct circumferential ooplasmic streaming (see
above). Thus at these stages, RNAs cannot be localized to the posterior by di-
rected transport on axial microtubules. Localized RNAs most likely are trapped
at the posterior as they circulate through the oocyte cortex along with unlocal-
ized components of the cytoplasm. In support of this hypothesis, it has been
shown that, while long-range transport of injected oskar RNA to the posterior
requires microtubules (159), local injection of oskar RNA near the posterior
pole of large (stage 10–11) oocytes or anywhere in smaller (stage 9) oocytes
results in posterior localization in a microtubule-independent process. This ob-
servation suggests that short-range RNA transport and/or local entrapment of
RNA is not dependent on microtubules. Trapping of injected oskar transcripts
at the posterior pole fails in cTmII mutant oocytes (159), consistent with a role
for the actin-based cytoskeleton in this process.
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Egalitarian and Bicaudal-D may also be required for posterior anchoring or
trapping of RNAs such as oskar. In a situation where Bicaudal-D is eliminated
during late oogenesis (160), oskar RNA is initially localized normally but then
is lost from the posterior pole. In these mutant oocytes kinesin-fl-galactosidase
protein localizes normally to the posterior; therefore, the microtubule-based
cytoskeleton involved in posterior transport is not disrupted. Posterior RNA
localization occurs independent of Bicaudal-D, but maintenance of localization
is dependent on Bicaudal-D function. Bicaudal-D may be involved in anchoring
of RNA at the posterior pole of the oocyte, where it may function in a complex
with Egalitarian (20).
Anchoring of RNAs at the posterior pole of the Drosophila oocyte also re-
quires the integrity of the polar granules. These are large non-membrane-bound
organelles composed of RNA and protein. Many posteriorly localized RNAs
are either components of the polar granules or are associated with the granules
(reviewed in 142). Mutations that disrupt the posterior polar granules (e.g.
capuccino, oskar, spire, staufen, tudor, valois, and vasa) cause delocalization
of posteriorly localized RNAs while ectopic assembly of polar granules at the
anterior pole of the oocyte results in anterior localization of RNAs normally
localized to the posterior (reviewed in 142), with the possible exception of the
mtlrRNA (137). Developmental functions of the posterior polar granules and
their associated localized RNAs are considered below.
In Xenopus oocytes, anchoring of Vg1 RNA to the vegetal cortex of stage IV
oocytes requires microfilaments (94), which as for Drosophila, implicates the
actin-based cytoskeleton in anchoring of RNA. Anchoring of Vg1 RNA also
involves other—non-protein-coding—localized RNAs, Xlsirts (161). Injection
of oligonucleotides complementary to Xlsirt transcripts causes delocalization of
anchored Vg1 RNA in a manner similar to delocalization by F-actin-disrupting
drugs (161). This observation indicates a connection between Xlsirt RNA, Vg1
RNA, and F-actin; however, no direct interactions have been demonstrated. A
role for the noncoding YC RNA in anchoring L5 RNA in the myoplasm of the
ascidian oocyte and early embryo has also been postulated (102). However, no
experimental evidence supports this hypothesis.
Finally, for ASH1 RNA in yeast (128, 129) as well as for fl-actin mRNA
in mammalian somatic cells (123), the actin-based cytoskeleton is necessary
for localization (see above). However, the mechanism of localization of these
RNAs is not clear; it has not yet been determined whether localization is by
selective entrapment or by directed transport.
RNA Transport/Anchoring Particles
Specific trans-acting factors that interact with localized RNAs are discussed
later in a separate section. Large ribonucleoprotein RNA transport particles
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have been visualized at the light microscope level in several systems. For
example, bicoid RNA is transported from the nurse cells into the oocyte in
particles that contain Exuperantia protein (162; WE Theurkauf, TI Hazelrigg,
personal communication). Maintenance of bicoid transcripts at the anterior
pole, as well as transport of oskar RNA to the posterior pole, likely involves
particles that contain Staufen protein (163, 164). In Xenopus, RNA-contain-
ing transport particles have been visualized (90, 99). In neurons and glia, large
transport particles containing tau RNA (157) and MBP RNA (156), respectively,
have been identified. Particles containing ASH1 mRNA have been detected in
S. cerevisiae (129). The polar granules of Drosophila and the germinal granules
of Xenopus are very large (organelle-sized) ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particles
that are involved in anchoring localized RNAs at the posterior and vegetal
poles of Drosophila and Xenopus oocytes, respectively. Several of the particles
mentioned here contain not just proteins and mRNAs, but also non-protein-
coding RNAs (26, 90, 97, 134, 155).
CIS-ACTING ELEMENTS THAT TARGET RNAs
FOR LOCALIZATION
In principle, there are two mechanisms by which an RNA molecule could
be targeted for cytoplasmic localization. An RNA element or elements could
be recognized by the localization machinery. Alternatively (only in the case
of mRNAs), the polypeptide product of the RNA might be recognized and
the RNA translocated intracellularly along with the polypeptide. The latter
mechanism—through recognition of the signal peptide by the SRP apparatus—
may be used to bring mRNAs that encode secreted or transmembrane proteins
into association with the endoplasmic reticulum (reviewed in 165). All other
defined cytoplasmic RNA localization mechanisms involve recognition of RNA
elements, particularly in the 30-UTR of mRNAs. This section summarizes the
methods used to map cis-acting sequence elements within localized RNAs.
Generalities about the location of such elements within the RNAs are then
drawn, and specific features of these elements are discussed. A subsequent
section focuses on trans-acting factors that interact with these elements.
Mapping of Cis-Acting Elements in Localized RNAs
The general method used to map cis-acting sequences that function in RNA
localization is to produce hybrid RNAs that include an exogenous reporter se-
quence (e.g. part of the E. coli fl-galactosidase RNA) and part or all of the
RNA under study. These hybrid transcripts are introduced into the cell type of
interest, and the reporter sequence is used as a tag to assay localization of the hy-
brid transcript. Initially the location of the transcripts was assayed by isolating
parts of cells and carrying out RNase protection assays for the presence of the
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transcripts (166). However, this method was replaced by the use of in situ hy-
bridization with antisense reporter RNA probes (e.g. antisense fl-galactosidase
RNA probes) either in tissue sections or whole mounts. More recently—in the
case of injected in vitro transcribed RNAs that have been fluorescently tagged—
it has been possible to visualize the injected RNAs directly by fluorescence mi-
croscopy (159). Elements involved in various aspects of localization are then
mapped further by testing a series of RNAs that carry deletions or mutations in
the region that confers localization. Using these methods, cis-acting sequences
sufficient (i.e. that are capable of conferring localization) or necessary (i.e. that
when deleted result in failure of localization) can be mapped. Additional in-
formation may be gained by performing sequence alignments of the region of
interest among different species. Conserved domains may represent important
cis-acting elements required for localization (167).
Methods available for introducing the hybrid RNA into the cell-type of inter-
est vary depending on the system. In Drosophila transgenic flies can be obtained
that synthesize the hybrid transcripts in the correct cell type and often at the
correct developmental stage. This can be accomplished using an inducible pro-
moter, a cell-type-specific promoter, or the promoter of the relevant endogenous
gene. Thus there is seldom any question as to the in vivo significance of the
results obtained. In many cases mutations exist that eliminate or reduce the func-
tion of the endogenous gene. This then enables one to test whether a transgene
carrying all of the endogenous regulatory and protein coding sequences rescues
the mutant phenotype. If so, then transgenes in which specific RNA elements
are deleted can be assayed for phenotypic rescue or lack thereof; thus both the
effects on RNA localization, and the phenotypic consequences of disrupting
that localization, can be tested simultaneously.
A second common method for introducing the hybrid transcripts into the
host cytoplasm is by injection of in vitro transcribed RNA. This has been done
occasionally in Drosophila (60, 159) but is most common in Xenopus oocytes
where transgenic technology is still rather primitive. In both Drosophila and
Xenopus, the large size of the oocyte enables the injected RNA to be introduced
at a specific location within the cell.
A third method, used mostly for analyses of somatic cells in culture, is to
transfect expression plasmids carrying the hybrid transcription unit into the
cells, to wait for transcription and possible localization to occur, and then to
assay the distribution of the hybrid RNAs.
Cis-Acting Sequences for Localization Map
to the 30-Untranslated Region of mRNAs
Table 2 lists localized RNAs in which cis-acting localization elements have
been mapped. For all mRNAs studied to date, sequences that are necessary for
localization are found in the 30-untranslated region (30-UTR). In many cases,
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Table 2 Cis-acting localization elements
Sufficient subregions
Species Transcript name Localization signal(s) (subelements) Reference
Drosophila
Add-hts 30-UTR (345 nt) 345 nt sufficient —a
(ALE1 D 150 nt)
bicoid 30-UTR (817 nt) 625 nt sufficient 166, 176
(BLE1 D 53 nt)
Cyclin B 30-UTR (776 nt) 94 nt C 97 nt 182
(TCE D 39 nt)
even-skipped 30-UTR (190 nt) 163 nt (124 nt in UTR) 65
fushi tarazu 30-UTR (455 nt) Not defined 65
hairy 30-UTR (816 nt) Not defined 65
Hsp83 30-UTR (407 nt) 107 nt sufficient —b
(protection)
K10 30-UTR (1400 nt) 44 nt (TLS) sufficient 181
nanos 30-UTR (849 nt) 543 nt sufficient 43, 141, 185
(localization)
(TCE D 90 nt translational
control)
(SRE D 60 nt translational
control)
orb 30-UTR (1200 nt) 280 nt sufficient 169
oskar 30-UTR (1043 nt) 924 nt sufficient 168, 184
(localization)
(BRE D 71 nt translational
control)
wingless 30-UTR (1083 nt) 363 nt sufficient —c
Mammals
fl-actin 30-UTR (591 nt) 54 nt or 43 nt sufficient 171
(43 nt less active)
BC1 50 region (152 nt) 62 nt sufficient 173
CaMKIIfi 30-UTR (3200 nt) Not defined 109
tau 30-UTR (3847 nt) 1395 nt sufficient 157, 158
(VgRBP-binding region
D 624 nt)
Xenopus
Vgl 30-UTR (1300 nt) 340 nt (VgLE) sufficient 170, 183
(85 nt repeat)
TGF fl-5 30-UTR (1102 nt) Not defined 198
Xcat-2 30-UTR (410 nt) 150 nt (mitochondrial 99
cloud)
120 nt (vegetal cortex)
Xlsirt 3–12 repeat sequences Two copies of repeat 97
(79–81 nt) sufficient
Yeast
ASH1 30-UTR 250 nt sufficient 128
aKL Whittaker, D Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation.
bSR Halsell, A Bashirullah, RL Cooperstock, WW Fisher, A Karaiskakis, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in prepa-
ration.
cH Krause, personal communication.
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these 30-UTR elements are also sufficient for localization. Examples of mRNAs
that contain such localization elements in Drosophila include anteriorly local-
ized transcripts such as bicoid, Add-hts, and K10 (22, 166; KL Whittaker, D
Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation), posteriorly lo-
calized transcripts such as oskar, nanos, orb, Cyclin B, and Hsp83 (43, 60,
142, 168, 169; SR Halsell, A Bashirullah, RL Cooperstock, WW Fisher, A
Karaiskakis, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation), and apically localized
pair-rule gene transcripts such as even-skipped, fushi-tarazu, hairy, and wing-
less (65). Xenopus also provides examples such as Vg1, TGFfl-5, and Xcat-2
(99, 170). Interestingly, the rat tau RNA’s 30-UTR, which confers localization
to the proximal hillock of rat axons, also mediates vegetal localization in Xeno-
pus oocytes (158). The chicken fl-actin 30-UTR contains a cis-acting element
sufficient for peripheral localization in chicken embryonic fibroblasts and my-
oblasts (171). The presence of localization tags in the 30-UTR adds to the list of
30-UTR cis-acting elements involved in posttranscriptional mRNA regulation
via control of stability, cytoplasmic polyadenylation, and translation (172).
Cis-Acting Sequences for Localization Map Within
Non-Protein-Coding RNAs
Non-protein-coding RNAs also contain discrete elements that target the RNAs
for localization (Table 2). Such elements have been mapped in Xenopus Xlsirt
(97) and in neuronal BC-1 RNAs (173).
Alternative Splicing Can Generate Localized
vs Unlocalized RNA Isoforms
Drosophila Cyclin B transcripts exemplify the importance of alternative splic-
ing of sequences that target localization (60). Alternative splicing within the
30-UTR generates two Cyclin B mRNA isoforms that differ by 393 nucleotides
(nt). The shorter splice variant is synthesized preferentially during early oo-
genesis and is present throughout the pro-oocyte until stages 7–8. The longer
splice variant is synthesized in the nurse cells later in oogenesis, during stages
9–11. It is then transported into the oocyte, with an initially uniform distribu-
tion and is later concentrated at the posterior pole (60, 61). The transcript also
exhibits perinuclear localization in the synctial embryo. Posterior localization
of the long Cyclin B mRNA isoform is directed by the additional sequences
spliced into its 30-UTR relative to the short mRNA isoform (which is unable to
localize) (60).
Alternative splicing also plays a role in the localization of Add-hts tran-
scripts. Three classes of Add-hts contain unique 30-UTRs introduced by alter-
native splicing (KL Whittaker, D Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript
in preparation). This alternative splicing also introduces variability in the
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carboxy-terminal regions of the encoded Adducin-like protein isoforms (174;
KL Whittaker, D Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation).
Only one of the mRNA variants, N4, exhibits transport into and localization
within the oocyte (16; KL Whittaker, D Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz,
manuscript in preparation). The N4 30-UTR is necessary and sufficient for
this transport and localization, suggesting that use of alternative 30-UTRs is
one mechanism by which different Add-hts protein isoforms are restricted to
different subsets of the nurse cell–oocyte complex (KL Wittaker, D Ding, WW
Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation).
Although not a consequence of alternative slicing, two actin RNA isoforms,
encoding fi- and fl-actin, possess isoform-specific 30-UTRs that can confer
differential intracellular targeting (175). fl-actin transcripts are localized to the
leading lamellae in both differentiating myoblasts and small myotubes, while
fi-actin transcripts associate with a perinuclear compartment.
Discrete Localization Elements
In the case of bicoid RNA, discrete elements within the 30-UTR have been
defined that confer distinct aspects of the RNA localization pattern. A decade
ago a 625-nt subset of the bicoid 30-UTR was found to be sufficient for anterior
localization (166). At that time it was suggested that the secondary structure
of the 30-UTR, which can be folded into several long stem-loops, might be
recognized by the localization machinery. Subsequent evolutionary sequence
comparisons supported this hypothesis since the secondary structure appears
to be conserved in distant Drosophila species (melanogaster, teissieri, and vir-
ilis) despite the fact that the primary sequence of these 30-UTRs has diverged
by up to 50% (167). Further, the 30-UTR from one species can direct ante-
rior localization in a distant species (167). There is complementarity between
two single-stranded regions predicted in the secondary structure, implying that
tertiary base-pairing interactions might also be important (167).
Subsequent analyses followed two different routes. In one set of experi-
ments, deletions were used to define an approximately 50-nt region, called
bicoid localization element 1 (BLE1), which is necessary and sufficient (when
present in two copies) to direct nurse cell–oocyte transport and anterior tran-
script localization during mid-oogenesis (176). However, anterior localization
is lost later. BLE1 interacts with Exl protein, which might function in localiza-
tion to the anterior of the oocyte (177) (see below). In addition, linker scanning
and point mutational analyses were used to define regions of the 30-UTR that
are important for anterior localization late in oogenesis and in the early embryo
(163, 164). These regions interact with the double-stranded RNA-binding pro-
tein Staufen (178, 179), which functions to anchor bicoid RNA at the anterior
of the late-stage oocyte and early embryo (see below). This is accomplished in
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part by promoting quaternary (inter-30-UTR) interactions via the complemen-
tary single-stranded regions mentioned earlier (164).
Although not yet as well characterized as bicoid, it has similarly been possible
to map discrete elements in other 30-UTRs that direct subsets of the localization
pattern. For example, the N4 isoform of Add-hts mRNA is transported from the
nurse cells into the oocyte starting in the germarium, then localized cortically
in the oocyte (stages 7–8) and to the anterior pole (stage 9) (16, 44, 45, 180). In
this case, a central (100–150 nt) element of the 30-UTR, Add-hts localization
element 1 (ALE1), is necessary and sufficient for nurse cell–oocyte transport as
well as for cortical localization within the oocyte (KL Whittaker, D Ding, WW
Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation). The region that includes ALE1
comprises the most extensive predicted secondary structure within the Add-hts
N4 30-UTR (KL Whittaker, D Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript
in preparation). When additional, adjacent parts of the N4-30-UTR are added
to ALE1, anterior localization is conferred starting at stage 9 (KL Whittaker,
D Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation). The K10 30-
UTR reveals several long inverted repeats, suggesting that it forms extensive
secondary structure (22). A short region within the K10 30-UTR, TLS (trans-
port/localization sequence, 44 nt in length) is predicted to form a stem-loop
structure and is necessary and sufficient for nurse cell–oocyte transport and
anterior localization (181). Mutations that disrupt this structure block trans-
port and localization, while compensatory mutations that preserve the structure
restore these processes.
With respect to posteriorly localized RNAs, it has also been possible in some
cases to map discrete localization elements. For example, as mentioned above, a
181-nt element in the long isoform of Cyclin B mRNA is necessary for posterior
localization (182). Similarly, a 107-nt element in the Hsp83 30-UTR is neces-
sary and sufficient for association with the posterior polar plasm (SR Halsell,
A Bashirullah, RL Cooperstock, WW Fisher, A Karaiskakis, HD Lipshitz,
manuscript in preparation).
Repeated/Redundant Localization Elements
In the examples described above it was possible to define discrete, relatively
small (<150 nt) localization elements that confer specific aspects of localiza-
tion. In other instances, while discrete elements have been identified that direct
localization, there is some redundancy in the system such that more than one
localization element capable of conferring a particular aspect of the localization
pattern, is present in the RNA.
An example comes from the Xenopus Vg1 30-UTR. A 340-nt region within
the 30-UTR is necessary and sufficient for vegetal localization of Vg1 RNA
(170). Deletion analysis indicates that there is considerable redundancy within
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this region but that critical elements can be defined that lie at each end (183). An
85-nt subelement from the 50 end of the region, when duplicated, is sufficient
to direct vegetal localization (183).
A second example is in the orb 30-UTR (169). In early oogenesis, orb tran-
scripts accumulate preferentially in the pro-oocyte (stage 1). They localize
transiently to the oocyte posterior (stages 2–7) and then to the oocyte anterior
(stages 8–10). A 280-nt element is sufficient to confer oocyte accumulation,
posterior localization, and then anterior localization. Further analysis has shown
that when the element is split in two, each half on its own confers oocyte ac-
cumulation, although the level of accumulation is reduced relative to the intact
element (169). Several possibilities could account for this result. Each element
may constitute an independent binding site for the localization machinery, and
the presence of both elements might recruit more localization factors. Alterna-
tively, the two elements may interact with each other to present a better binding
site and recruit a single binding factor.
A third example comes from analysis of the chicken fl-actin 30-UTR (171).
fl-actin mRNA is localized to the leading edge of lamellae in chicken embryonic
fibroblasts and myoblasts. A so-called peripheral zipcode element consisting of
the first 54 nt of the 30-UTR is sufficient to direct localization of a heterologous
transcript. When this element is deleted from the full-length 30-UTR, the tran-
script is still able to localize, suggesting the presence of a redundant element.
An inspection of the remainder of the 30-UTR revealed a region of homology
to the 54-nt zipcode within a more 30-located 43-nt sequence. When this 43-nt
region is present on its own, it is able to direct localization, albeit less effec-
tively than the 54-nt element. These data suggest functional redundancy, but a
functional analysis gave complicated results. Transfection of oligonucleotides
complementary to each element individually significantly reduced localization
(171). This observation may suggest that both elements are required in their
natural context to mediate localization and, therefore, that they are not fully
redundant. However, each element can mediate localization in isolation. In
addition, antisense oligonucleotides used may have recognized both elements
(since they share sequence homology) and thus simultaneously inactivated both
localization elements.
A final case of repetition comes from the noncoding Xlsirts. These RNAs
include repeated sequence elements flanked by unique sequences. The repeated
element is 79–81 nt long and is tandemly repeated 3–13 times (97). Vegetal lo-
calization can be conferred by as few as two of the 79-nt sequence elements (97).
Dispersed/Nonredundant Localization Elements
In contrast to the aforementioned examples, in some cases it has been difficult
to map discrete localization elements. For example, the nanos 30-UTR contains
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a 547-nt region that is necessary and sufficient to confer localization (43).
Two overlapping subregions map within this larger region, either of which
are capable of conferring localization. However, these subregions are 400 and
470 nt in length, respectively, and cannot be subdivided without disrupting
localization (43). Another possible example is the 1043-nt oskar 30-UTR (168).
In this case deletions have been used to define elements necessary for distinct
aspects of oskar RNA localization. However, it has been difficult to demonstrate
sufficiency of individual elements for any specific aspect of localization (168).
In principle, several scenarios might prevent definition of discrete and small
(<150 nt) elements sufficient for localization. For example, there might be
several dispersed elements, each necessary for localization, distributed over a
large region. Deletion of any one of these elements would disrupt localization.
Alternatively, the arrangement of specific localization elements within the larger
region or the secondary structure of the RNA might preclude the use of gross
deletional studies to define subregions sufficient for localization.
Additive Function of Localization Elements
Implicit in much of the preceding discussion is the fact that different sub-
sets of the RNA confer different aspects of the localization pattern. In other
words, localization elements act additively. Examples already mentioned are the
bicoid 30-UTR, which has distinct elements for early (BLE1) vs later (Staufen-
mediated) localization to the anterior pole, and the Add-hts N4 30-UTR, which
has an early transport and cortical localization element (ALE1) and distinct ele-
ments that function in anterior localization. In each case, the combination of the
defined elements (with possible contributions from other undefined elements)
directs localization with the correct spatial and temporal dynamics.
Elements That Function in Translational Control During
or After Localization
Several localized RNAs in the Drosophila oocyte are not translated until they
are localized. For example, oskar RNA is not translated until it is localized to
the posterior pole of the stage 9 oocyte. Translation of unlocalized oskar RNA
leads to major developmental defects. Thus there is an intimate and important
link between localization and translational control of oskar RNA. Sequence
elements for translational control are separable from those that function in lo-
calization per se. Elements known as Bruno response elements (BREs) have
been mapped within the oskar 30-UTR and are necessary and sufficient for pre-
venting translation of unlocalized RNA. Three discrete segments (A, B, and
C) within the 30-UTR bind an 80-kDa protein (Bruno) that mediates transla-
tional repression (discussed in the next section) (184). These segments share
a conserved 7- to 9-nt sequence [U(G/A)U(A/G)U(G/A)U] that is present as a
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single copy in elements A and B, and in two copies in element C. Mutation of
this sequence abolishes binding of Bruno and thus translational repression of
unlocalized oskar RNA (184).
A second example comes from the nanos RNA. Unlike oskar RNA, which
becomes tightly localized to the posterior pole of the oocyte, some unlocalized
nanos RNA always exists in the embryo even after most of it is localized to
the posterior. This unlocalized nanos RNA must be translationally repressed
in order to prevent pattern defects in the early embryo (43, 139–141, 185).
This translational repression is mediated by a 184-nt translational control el-
ement (TCE) in the nanos 30-UTR (140) that contains two separable Smaug
recognition elements (SREs), which bind a translational repressor to be de-
scribed in the next section (141). These elements map within evolutionarily
conserved regions of the nanos 30-UTR (185). SRE1 lies between nucleotides
(nt) 25 and 40 (141) within a 90-nt region (nt 1–90 of the 30-UTR), which was
shown independently to confer translational repression (185). SRE2 maps to
nt 130–144, downstream in the 30-UTR (141), within an adjacent 88-nt region
(nt 91–178), which independent analyses showed has limited ability to repress
translation (185). The SREs can form stem-loops (14–23 nt in length) with
a highly conserved loop sequence (CUGGC) while the stem sequence is not
conserved. Point mutations in the loops abolish binding of Smaug protein and
eliminate translational repression of nanos RNA.
The BREs in the oskar 30-UTR and the SREs in the nanos 30-UTR are clear
examples of discrete elements that are repeated within the 30-UTRs and are
largely functionally redundant.
A translational control element has also been mapped within the Cyclin
B 30-UTR, to a 39-nt region distinct from the posterior localization element
(see above) (60, 182). In this case, the translational control element represses
translation of localized maternal Cyclin B mRNA until late stage 14, about
11 h after fertilization. Deletion of the element results in premature translation,
starting an hour after fertilization (182). The functional significance of this
translational control has not been determined.
Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and Quaternary Structures
A final question to be addressed here is the nature of the localization and
translational control elements themselves. That is, is it the primary, secondary,
tertiary, or quaternary structure that is recognized by the localization and trans-
lational control machinery? Instances of each of these possibilities have been
mentioned in the preceding discussion. Several conserved primary sequence
elements have been defined. For example, the SREs in the nanos 30-UTR
include a highly conserved loop sequence (CUGGC) recognized by Smaug
(141), and the BREs in the oskar 30-UTR contain a highly conserved sequence
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[U(G/A)U(A/G)U(G/A)U] important for Bruno binding (184, 186). Similarly,
a conserved sequence in Vg1 and several other 30-UTRs (TGFfl-5, Xwnt-11,
Xlsirt, tau, oskar, nanos, and gurken) has been implicated in localization (187).
As mentioned above, the chicken fl-actin 30-UTR contains two regions that
confer peripheral localization (171); these regions each contain two conserved
motifs (GGACT and AATGC).
The importance of RNA secondary structure in localization has been clear
for some time (e.g. bicoid 30-UTR) (166, 167). Conserved primary sequence
elements are often parts of a stem-loop (e.g. SREs) and are likely to be bound
by factors that interact with single-stranded RNA. Other examples of important
stem-loop structures are the K10 TLE (181) and, possibly, the Add-hts ALE1
(KL Whittaker, D Ding, WW Fisher, HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation).
Initially it was proposed that tertiary structure is also important for localiza-
tion based on the discovery of complementarity between two loops within stem-
loop III of the bicoid 30-UTR (166, 167). These complementary regions actu-
ally undergo quaternary interactions (i.e. between different 30-UTR molecules)
mediated by the double-stranded RNA-binding Staufen protein (see below)
(163, 164).
TRANS-ACTING FACTORS INVOLVED IN RNA
LOCALIZATION AND TRANSLATIONAL
CONTROL OF LOCALIZED RNAs
The previous section outlined the cis-acting sequences that function in RNA
localization. It also discussed the sequences involved in localization as well
as the elements involved in translational control of mRNAs during or after
localization. Here, the focus is on trans-acting factors that function during
RNA localization. These factors can function in RNA localization per se or in
translational control during or after localization. The latter class of factors is
included only if translational control is related directly either to the localization
process or to the functional significance of RNA localization.
Identification of Trans-Acting Factors
Three strategies have led to the identification of trans-acting factors that func-
tion in RNA localization and/or translational control of localized RNAs. The
first strategy, genetic definition of genes involved in RNA localization followed
by molecular cloning of the genes and molecular biological and biochemi-
cal analyses of their encoded products, is restricted to D. melanogaster and
S. cerevisiae. Examples are Drosophila Bicaudal-C, Bicaudal-D, Exuperantia,
Homeless, K10, Squid, Staufen, Swallow, and Vasa. Although this strategy
ensures that the gene product is involved in RNA localization, it cannot be
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determined at the outset whether the effects on RNA localization are direct or
indirect.
A second strategy proceeds in the opposite direction by starting with bio-
chemical searches for factors that bind defined RNA elements involved in local-
ization and/or translational control. Ultimately, the gene encoding the identified
factor is cloned and, in Drosophila, also mutated in order to assay function of the
endogenous protein. With this method, it is known from the outset that the factor
interacts directly with the target RNA; however, one has no assurance that the
identified protein will indeed function in RNA localization/translational control
rather than in some other aspect of RNA metabolism. Examples of trans-acting
factors identified in this way are Bruno, Smaug, and Exl in Drosophila, and
Vg1 RBP and Vera in Xenopus.
A final approach (not so much a strategy) that has led to the identification
of factors involved in RNA localization has derived from molecular screens
for gene products (RNA or protein) with interesting intracellular distributions
(e.g. localization) or with interesting molecular homologies (e.g. RNA-binding
motifs). In this case, as for the second strategy described above, one has no
prior indication that the gene product functions in localization or translational
control. However, if it is present in the right place at the right time, and possesses
the appropriate molecular properties, the gene product may have a function in
the process of interest. Examples of gene products identified in this way are
Oo18 RNA-binding protein (Orb) and Pgc RNA in Drosophila, the Xlsirt RNAs
in Xenopus, and the YC RNA in ascidians.
Factors That Interact Directly with Defined
RNA Elements
STAUFEN PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Alleles of the staufen gene were first recov-
ered as maternal effect mutations with defects in anterior and posterior (abdom-
inal) pattern in the Drosophila embryo (188). It was implicated in bicoid RNA
localization to the anterior since bicoid RNA is partially delocalized in early
embryos produced by mutant mothers (7, 32, 189). In staufen mutants oskar
RNA is maintained at the anterior of the oocyte until stage 10 when it delo-
calizes (25) (in wild-type oocytes oskar RNA is transported from the anterior
pole to the posterior by stage 9). Therefore, staufen is essential for initiation of
posterior transport of oskar RNA. Moreover, weak staufen alleles show normal
posterior localization of oskar RNA at stage 9, but the posterior localization is
lost in later oocytes (stage 11) indicating that Staufen is also required to main-
tain posteriorly localized oskar RNA (190). During oogenesis Staufen protein
first appears uniformly in stage 3–4 egg chambers, and by stage 8 it is present
in a ring at the oocyte anterior as well as at the posterior of the oocyte (179).
By stage 10B Staufen protein is at the posterior pole of oocyte; therefore, oskar
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RNA and Staufen protein colocalize. In the early embryo, Staufen protein
colocalizes with oskar RNA at the posterior pole and with bicoid RNA at the
anterior pole (179).
Staufen is a double-stranded RNA-binding protein (178). Varying the amount
of the Staufen target RNAs (bicoid or oskar), or of Staufen protein, indicates that
the amount of Staufen protein recruited to the anterior or posterior pole depends
on the amount of bicoid or oskar RNA present; thus the RNA targets rather than
Staufen protein are limiting. Injected in vitro transcribed bicoid 30-UTR RNA
recruits Staufen protein into particles that colocalize with microtubules near
the site of injection in the early embryo (163). The formation of these particles
requires specific 30-UTR elements previously defined as important for bicoid
RNA localization (see above). Specifically, evidence suggests that two single-
stranded regions of stem-loop III within the bicoid 30-UTR form intermolecular
double-stranded RNA hybrids (i.e. via quaternary interactions) that are bound
by Staufen protein (164). Staufen protein also interacts later in embryogenesis
with the prospero 30-UTR in neuroblasts and is necessary for basal localization
of prospero transcripts (127).
Given that Staufen interacts with the best-characterized 30-UTRs of localized
RNAs (those in bicoid and oskar RNAs), that it is an RNA-binding protein, and
that mutations exist both in the staufen gene and in the genes that encode its
target RNAs, Staufen is by far the best-understood trans-acting factor involved
in RNA localization.
EXL PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) BLE1 is a 53-nt element in the bicoid 30-UTR
that is sufficient (when present in two copies but not one) to direct early
nurse cell–oocyte transport and anterior localization of RNA (see above) (176).
2xBLE1 was used in UV-crosslinking assay to search for directly interacting
proteins (177). A single protein of 115 kDa (Exl) was found to bind 2xBLE1
but not 1xBLE1, consistent with a role in localization. Definition of Exl-
binding sites within BLE1 and mutation of these sites gave results consistent
with a role for Exl in BLE1-mediated anterior localization. Exl might inter-
act directly with BLE1 in the bicoid 30-UTR during localization, and it might
mediate Exuperantia protein interaction with bicoid RNA in the localization
particles (177) (see below for discussion of Exuperantia). To date, the gene
encoding Exl has not been cloned, and mutations in the gene have not been
identified.
BRUNO PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Bruno, an 80-kDa protein, was identified in
a UV-crosslinking screen for trans-acting factors that bind the oskar 30-UTR
(184). There are three binding sites (BREs) in the oskar 30-UTR that share a
7- to 9-nt motif. Mutations in these elements abolish Bruno binding in vitro
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(184). Endogenous oskar mRNA is translated only after the transcript is local-
ized to the posterior of the oocyte in stages 8–9 (184). An oskar [BRE¡] trans-
gene results in premature translation of oskar RNA during stages 7–8, prior
to oskar RNA localization, producing gain-of-function phenotypes (double-
posterior or posteriorized embryos) (184), consistent with spatially inappropri-
ate Oskar protein expression (75, 76). BRE elements can confer translational
repression on a heterologous transcript (184). Bruno-mediated translational
control of other transcripts is suggested by the ability of Bruno protein to bind
gurken RNA (184).
The gene encoding Bruno was recently cloned (186). The sequence reveals
RNP/RRM-type ribonucleoprotein RNA-binding domains consistent with di-
rect interaction with RNA. The RNP/RRM-domain RNA-binding motif was
first defined in yeast mRNA poly(A)-binding protein and mammalian hnRNP
protein A1 (reviewed in 191). The gene encoding Bruno is a previously identi-
fied genetic locus, arrest, which is necessary for female as well as male fertility
(192, 193). This observation, together with the fact that arrest mutants display
defects in oogenesis prior to the time that Bruno binds oskar RNA, suggests
that Bruno regulates other transcripts in addition to oskar RNA.
Bruno also interacts with Vasa protein as assayed by far-Western analysis
(186). Vasa is itself an RNA helicase related to eIF-4A, which functions in
translation initiation (194–196). This suggests a possible mechanism for Bruno;
Bruno may protect oskar RNA from premature translational activation by the
Vasa protein (186).
Identification and cloning of Bruno, and its correlation with a previously iden-
tified genetic locus, is the first instance in which a trans-acting factor involved
in translational control of a localized RNA has been identified biochemically
and then studied both molecularly and genetically.
SMAUG PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) As described above, translational repression
of unlocalized nanos mRNA (43, 140, 141) is accomplished through two ele-
ments that bind in vitro to Smaug, a 135-kDa protein (141). Mutation of these
SREs abolishes Smaug binding in vitro. Embryos from nanos [SRE¡] trans-
genic mothers lose head structures, which is consistent with translation of nanos
RNA throughout the embryo rather than solely at the posterior (141). Smaug
binding alone is sufficient to mediate translational repression since a transgene
containing three SREs but no other part of the nanos 30-UTR is translationally
repressed (141). The gene encoding Smaug has not been cloned.
VG1 RNA-BINDING PROTEIN (RBP) (XENOPUS) UV crosslinking has also been
used to identify trans-acting factors that bind to the Vg1 30-UTR, which func-
tions in vegetal localization of Vg1 RNA in Xenopus oocytes (197). The cross-
linking experiments led to the identification of a 69-kDa protein called Vg1
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RNA-binding protein (RBP). Vg1 RBP may also bind in vitro to the 30-UTR of
a second vegetal pole–localized RNA, TGFfl-5 (187, 197), but not to An2 RNA,
which is localized to the animal hemisphere. The precise role of Vg1 RBP in
vegetal RNA localization is not clear. Evidence indicates that it mediates the as-
sociation of Vg1 RNA with microtubules (199), which are necessary for vegetal
RNA localization (see above). Based on the results of UV-crosslinking experi-
ments Vg1 RBP is likely to be a member of an RNP complex containing up to
six proteins plus Vg1 mRNA (200). Six protein bands (one of which is likely to
be Vg1 RBP) were identified from stage II–III oocyte extracts, corresponding
to the period during which Vg1 RNA is localized (200). Fewer proteins were
labeled in earlier and later stage oocyte extracts, at times during which Vg1
RNA is not being localized.
VERA PROTEIN (XENOPUS) In a search for trans-acting factors that bind the
Vg1 localization element a new 75-kDa protein, Vera, was purified (154). A
mutant form of the Vg1 localization element (deleted for three out of four
repeated sequence motifs) that does not bind Vera in vitro exhibits impaired
localization in vivo (154). Vera protein co-sediments with Trap-fi, an integral
membrane protein associated with the protein translocation machinery of the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (154). Vera may link Vg1 mRNA to the vegetal
ER subcompartment while the ER (along with Vg1 RNA) is transported via
microtubules to the vegetal pole.
Other Factors That Function in RNA Localization
EXUPERANTIA PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) The genetic analyses that led to the
identification of staufen as functioning in bicoid RNA localization also led to
the identification of exuperantia (188, 189). The first observable bicoid RNA
localization defect in exuperantia mutants is loss of apical transcript localization
in nurse cells (32) at a stage at which Exuperantia protein is localized around
the nurse cell nuclei (201, 202). Exuperantia protein is highly concentrated in
the anterior cortex of the oocyte between stages 8 and 10 (162, 201). In stage 10
egg chambers mutant for exuperantia, bicoid RNA delocalizes from the anterior
of the oocyte (7, 150). In late oocytes (stage 14) mutant for exuperantia, bicoid
RNA is released from the microtubule-based cytoskeleton (147). However,
Exuperantia protein is not present in late oocytes or in embryos, indicating
that Exuperantia is involved in establishing but not in maintaining anterior
bicoid RNA localization (201, 202).
Visualization of an Exuperantia-GFP fusion protein in live oocytes (162)
demonstrates that Exuperantia is present in large particles that are transported
from the nurse cells into the oocyte through the ring canals (see above). Trans-
port of these Exuperantia-containing particles appears to be a multistep pro-
cess: Colchicine-sensitive steps are transport within the nurse cells and
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anchoring at the anterior of the oocyte; whereas transport through the ring
canals into the oocyte is insensitive to both microtubule and microfilament
inhibitors (162; WE Theurkauf, TI Hazelrigg, personal communication). Ex-
uperantia may function in this microtubule-independent transport of bicoid
transcripts through the ring canals into the oocyte (151).
Taxol stabilizes microtubules and causes aberrant microtubule bundles in the
oocyte that contain ectopically localized bicoid transcripts (150). Taxol-treated
exuperantia mutant oocytes do not exhibit ectopic bicoid transcript localization
(150). The microtubule networks in exuperantia oocytes are normal. These
results are consistent with bicoid RNA association with ectopic microtubules
requiring Exuperantia protein.
Deletion of the cis-acting element BLE1 from the bicoid 30-UTR mimics the
bicoid transcript delocalization defects caused by exuperantia mutants (176).
However, BLE1 specifically binds a protein called Exl (see above) and Exuper-
antia alone can bind RNA only nonspecifically (177). Exuperantia protein may
interact with Exl protein in bicoid RNA localization particles. While Exuperan-
tia does not interact specifically with bicoid RNA, it does function specifically
in bicoid RNA localization; other anteriorly localized RNAs such as Add-hts,
Bicaudal-D, K10, and orb are not delocalized in exuperantia mutant oocytes
(16, 37).
SWALLOW PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) The third genetic locus initially shown to
be necessary for bicoid transcript localization during oogenesis is swallow
(7, 189). Subsequent analyses implicated it in the cortical and anterior localiza-
tion of a second RNA, Add-hts (16, 174; KL Whittaker, D Ding, WW Fisher,
HD Lipshitz, manuscript in preparation). The swallow locus is not necessary for
the transient anterior positioning of other RNAs such as Bicaudal-D, K10, and
orb (37). Swallow protein maintains cortical localization of transcripts such as
bicoid and Add-hts as well as of RNPs such as the polar granules (44, 45). With
regard to bicoid, Swallow appears to be involved in maintaining rather than
establishing bicoid transcript association with microtubules since taxol-treated
swallow oocytes exhibit ectopic bicoid transcript localization (150). The Swal-
low protein may possess a highly divergent RNP/RRM motif suggestive of a
direct interaction with RNA (203). Swallow protein is distributed throughout
the oocyte at stages 5–7 and at its anterior cortex at stages 8–10, consistent with
localization of Add-hts and bicoid RNAs to these regions (44, 45, 204).
OSKAR PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Nonsense mutants such as oskar54 show ab-
normal oskar RNA localization (24, 25). In these mutants oskar RNA localizes
to the posterior in stage 8 but subsequently delocalizes, indicating a role for
Oskar protein in anchoring oskar RNA at the posterior. Directly or indirectly,
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Oskar protein’s role in oskar transcript localization is mediated by the oskar
30-UTR since a chimeric oskar 30-UTR construct localizes to the posterior
and is maintained there in wild type but fails to be maintained there in an
oskar54 mutant (190). Further support for this scenario is the observation that
in D. melanogaster, a transgenic D. virilis oskar RNA is able to localize to the
posterior but fails to maintain its position at the oocyte posterior in the absence
of D. melanogaster Oskar protein (205). D. virilis Oskar can direct posterior
abdominal patterning but not pole-cell formation. This observation indicates
that pole-cell formation may require a high concentration of Oskar protein and
that this is provided for by anchoring high concentrations of oskar RNA at the
posterior. Oskar protein nucleates the formation of the posterior polar granules,
organelles that function in germ-cell formation and specification (see below).
Oskar protein may interact directly with the oskar RNA’s 30-UTR to maintain
transcript localization. Alternatively, Oskar function may be indirect in nu-
cleating formation of polar granules that in turn are needed for oskar RNA
localization.
VASA PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Vasa protein is a component of the perinuclear
“nuage” material in the nurse cells and also of the polar granules at the posterior
pole of the Drosophila oocyte (194, 196, 206–208). Loss of vasa function
results in destabilization of the polar granules and delocalization of posteriorly
localized RNAs (188, 194, 196, 206–208). Vasa protein is a founding member
of the DEAD-box family of ATP-dependent RNA helicases (194, 207), and it
binds duplex RNA (196). There is no evidence for specific binding of Vasa
to any localized RNA; however, far-Western analysis has demonstrated that
Vasa protein interacts directly with Bruno protein, which in turn binds directly
to the BRE translational control elements in the oskar RNA’s 30-UTR (see
above) (186). Transcripts encoding the zebrafish homolog of Vasa are localized
subcellularly beginning at the two-cell stage and segregate into the primordial
germ cells (209). This observation suggests likely evolutionary conservation
of Vasa function in metazoan germ plasm.
HOMELESS PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Homeless is another member of the
DEAD/DE-H family of RNA-binding proteins (40). Its amino terminal por-
tion contains a region that bears homology to yeast splicing factors PRP2 and
PRP16 and to the Drosophila Maleless protein (40). Transport and localiza-
tion of gurken, oskar, and bicoid transcripts are severely disrupted in homeless
mutant ovaries, which also contain reduced amounts of K10 and orb transcripts
(40). In contrast, Bicaudal-D and Add-hts transcript localization is unaffected
(40). It is unknown whether Homeless protein interacts directly with any of the
affected transcripts.
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ORB PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Orb protein contains two RNP/RRM-type RNA-
binding domains and functions in antero-posterior and dorso-ventral patterning
during Drosophila oogenesis (23, 149, 210). orb mutants affect the transport
and localization of several RNAs including Add-hts, Bicaudal-D, K10, gurken
and oskar (149, 210). For example, in wild-type oocytes during stages 8–10,
gurken mRNA is usually restricted to the dorsal side of the nucleus at the antero-
dorsal pole. In orb mutants, however, gurken transcripts are present throughout
the entire anterior of the oocyte. In the wild type, oskar mRNA is localized to
the posterior pole of the oocyte. In orb mutants oskar transcripts are distributed
throughout the oocyte. Direct binding of Orb protein to either RNA has not
been demonstrated.
SQUID PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Squid is a member of the hnRNP family of
RNA-binding proteins and was identified as functioning in dorso-ventral axis
formation (211). There are three protein isoforms that share a common amino
terminus containing two RNA-binding motifs. Two of these isoforms, Squid-A
and Squid-B, are present in the oocyte. Squid is required for the correct dorso-
anterior localization of gurken mRNA in the oocyte. In squid mutant ovaries,
gurken transcripts are localized throughout the anterior of the oocyte rather
than just antero-dorsally (211). Since gurken is unusual in that it is transcribed
in the oocyte nucleus (R Cohen, personal communication), Squid’s function
in gurken transcript localization may initiate in the oocyte nucleus. It is unknown
whether Squid interacts directly with the gurken mRNA or with the gurken pre-
mRNA. As for K10 (below), Squid may function in vectorial transport of gurken
transcripts out of the oocyte nucleus.
K10 PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) K10 gene function is required during stage 8 of
oogenesis for localization of gurken mRNA adjacent to the oocyte nucleus
at the antero-dorsal tip of the oocyte (21, 212). K10 protein is restricted to
the oocyte nucleus (213) but does not regulate gurken transcript production or
stability (212). Since gurken is transcribed in the oocyte nucleus (R Cohen,
personal communication) and becomes restricted to the oocyte cytoplasm dorso-
anteriorly to the oocyte nucleus, K10 protein might function specifically in
vectorial nucleo-cytoplasmic transport of gurken transcripts (R Cohen, personal
communication). Whether this function is through direct interaction with the
gurken mRNA is not known at present.
BICAUDAL-C PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Mutations that reduce Bicaudal-C gene
dosage result in defects in RNA localization in the oocyte: Most oskar RNA
remains at the anterior pole of the oocyte and early embryo instead of being
transported to the posterior by stage 9 (18). Possibly as a consequence, in these
Bicaudal-C mutants, nanos RNA is localized ectopically near the anterior pole
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in patches on the dorsal and ventral sides rather than at the posterior pole
as in wild type (18). These embryos develop a bicaudal (double-abdomen)
phenotype. Bicaudal-C mutations have no effect on gurken or orb transcript
localization to the anterior pole. Females homozygous for strong Bicaudal-C
alleles produce oocytes that do not form anterior chorion as a consequence
of defects in follicle cell migration over the oocyte anterior. Bicaudal-C is a
transmembrane protein that has two conserved cytoplasmic domains (18): an
Eph domain that is present in transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinases and is
involved in signal transduction, and a KH domain that has been implicated in
binding of single-stranded DNA or RNA. Since Bicaudal-C RNA is localized
to the anterior of the oocyte, it is reasonable to assume that the Eph domain
functions in the intercellular signaling from oocyte to follicle cells that programs
their migration (18). The KH domain might bind to and interact with the oskar
transcripts during their localization, possibly functioning in their transfer to the
machinery that transports RNA to the posterior (see above) (18).
BICAUDAL-D PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) Bicaudal-D function has been covered
with respect to RNA transport and the oocyte cytoskeleton above. The Bicau-
dal-D protein includes a region with homology to the coiled-coil domains of
several cytoskeletal proteins and is required for maintenance of oskar RNA
localization at the posterior pole of the oocyte (160).
EGALITARIAN PROTEIN (DROSOPHILA) In egalitarian mutants the Bicaudal-D,
orb, and K10 RNAs do not accumulate in the oocyte (25). In addition, these
RNAs no longer coprecipiate with the cytoskeletal fraction of oocytes as in the
wild type (147). Egalitarian protein contains regions homologous to c10G6.1
from Caenorhabditis elegans, an EST from Arabidopsis thaliana, and ribonu-
clease D from Haemophilus influenzae (20). It is also predicted to include a
coiled-coil region. Egalitarian protein localization to and within the oocyte
is dependent on microtubules (20). Further, the Egalitarian and Bicaudal-D
proteins copurify (20). Egalitarian and Bicaudal-D may be components of the
cytoskeletal apparatus involved in RNA localization.
BULLWINKLE (DROSOPHILA) Mutations in the bullwinkle gene have several de-
fects in posterior body patterning (214, 215). The bullwinkle gene is required
to localize oskar transcripts to the posterior of the oocyte, to maintain oskar
RNA at posterior, and to regulate the level of oskar protein (214, 215). Cloning
of the bullwinkle gene has not been reported.
AUBERGINE (DROSOPHILA) While previously aubergine had been implicated
in dorso-ventral body patterning (192), two new alleles were identified in a re-
cent genetic screen for genes involved in posterior body patterning (214, 216).
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Aubergine functions to enhance the translation of oskar mRNA in the ovary,
mediated through the oskar 30-UTR (216). Aubergine’s enhancement of oskar
translation is independent of Bruno-mediated repression of translation since an
oskar [BRE¡] transgenic RNA still requires aubergine function for its trans-
lation (216). Cloning and molecular analysis of aubergine have not been
reported.
XLSIRT RNA (XENOPUS) Xlsirts are a family of nontranslatable, interspersed
repeat transcripts that localize to the vegetal cortex of Xenopus oocytes (see
above) (97, 161). These RNAs are involved in the localization of Vg1 but not
Xcat-2 transcripts. It is unknown whether Xlsirt and Vg1 RNAs interact directly
or whether Xlsirt RNA function in Vg1 transcript localization is indirect via the
cytoskeletal network or as part of a localization particle/organelle.
PGC RNA (DROSOPHILA) In Drosophila a non-protein-coding RNA, Pgc, is a
component of the posterior polar granules and is required for pole cells to
migrate normally and to populate the gonad (26). Reduction of Pgc RNA at
the posterior pole results in a reduction in the amount of posteriorly localized
nanos and germ cell-less RNA and Vasa protein (26). It is unknown whether
Pgc RNA interacts with other posteriorly localized RNAs and/or with protein
components of the polar granules.
YC RNA (STYELA) As described above, the noncoding YC RNA is localized in
the yellow crescent of Ascidian eggs and embryos (101). The 30-UTR of PCNA
RNA contains a 521-nt region of complementarity to YC RNA (100), while the
50-UTR of ribosomal protein L5 mRNA exhibits 789 nt of complementarity
to YC RNA (102). YC RNA may interact directly with these two RNAs in
vivo (100–102); however, no such interaction has been demonstrated, and its
function remains unclear (see above).
Summary
In summary, genetic and molecular strategies have identified a host of trans-
acting factors that function in transcript localization. To date, although many
of these are homologous to known RNA-binding proteins, only a handful have
been shown to interact directly with specific localized RNAs. Many localized
RNAs have collections of discrete cis-acting localization elements that mediate
distinct aspects of their localization. It might therefore be predicted that many
different trans-acting factors will function during localization of any one RNA,
each binding to a different type of element and each possibly functioning at a
different time and intracellular location. RNA localization particles are likely to
consist of these directly interacting factors in addition to numerous others that
are involved in linking the RNA to the cytoplasmic translocation machinery
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as well as anchoring it at its intracellular target site. It would be surprising
if evolution has not also utilized the base-pairing capability of RNA in the
translocation and anchoring process.
DEVELOPMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF RNA
LOCALIZATION
The cellular functions of RNA localization have been reviewed extensively (see
e.g. 1, 217) and so are considered here only briefly. First, for mRNAs, localiza-
tion directs high-level synthesis of the encoded protein at the site of localization.
Thus if protein function requires a high concentration (e.g. Drosophila Oskar
in the polar granules), this requirement can be met through mRNA localization.
Second, localizing an mRNA also excludes protein synthesis from other parts
of the cell, thus reducing the amount of protein present in those regions. Often,
not only is local protein synthesis directed by mRNA localization, but trans-
lational control mechanisms actually prevent translation of unlocalized RNA
either during RNA transit to the target site (e.g. Drosophila oskar RNA) or
of unlocalized RNA that remains after transcript localization is complete (e.g.
Drosophila nanos RNA).
A third postulated function of mRNA localization is to direct specific protein
isoforms to particular regions of the cell. Often this is accomplished by alterna-
tive pre-mRNA splicing such that different 30-UTRs direct different isoforms to
different cytoplasmic domains (e.g. Drosophila Add-hts RNA). Fourth, intracel-
lular localization is used as a mechanism to segregate RNAs unequally between
the products of cell division, particularly when these divisions are asymmet-
ric (e.g. ASH1 transcripts during yeast budding, prospero transcripts during
Drosophila neuroblast division). Fifth, certain non-protein-coding RNAs are
localized (e.g. Xenopus Xlsirts or Drosophila Pgc RNAs). The detailed role of
these RNAs and of their localization is currently under intensive study. These
RNAs may serve as structural components of localization particles or organelles
such as the germinal granules. Alternatively, they may function in the RNA
localization or anchoring process, possibly through sequence complementarity
to mRNAs that are being localized.
Specification of the Anterior-Posterior and Dorsal-Ventral
Axes of the Drosophila Oocyte
As mentioned above, the gurken mRNA is unusual in that it is synthesized
in the oocyte nucleus (R Cohen, personal communication). It is localized to
the posterior pole of the oocyte at stage 7, then to both the anterior and pos-
terior poles at stage 8, and finally to the antero-dorsal pole from late stage 8
through stage 10 (21, 218). Gurken protein is a TGFfi-like secreted growth
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factor (21). Establishment of the antero-posterior and dorso-ventral axes of the
oocyte is accomplished between stages 7 and 9 of oogenesis through signal-
ing between the oocyte and the surrounding follicle cells (34, 35). The Gurken
protein functions as a key signal from the oocyte to the follicle cells in both of
these processes. First, due to posterior-localized gurken RNA, local produc-
tion of Gurken protein at the posterior of the oocyte signals to the posterior
follicle cells. This signaling is essential for establishing the antero-posterior
oocyte axis and the polarization of the oocyte microtubule-based cytoskeleton
that plays a crucial role in RNA localization. Subsequently, antero-dorsal local-
ized gurken RNA directs local Gurken protein synthesis, enabling oocyte–nurse
cell signaling that establishes the dorso-ventral axis of the egg chamber. The
dorso-anterior localization of gurken mRNA depends on anterior migration of
the oocyte nucleus on the polarized microtubule cytoskeleton. Thus the antero-
posterior axis is primary and the establishment of the dorso-ventral axis sec-
ondary (35). Both axes depend on localization of gurken mRNA for localized
signaling. If gurken mRNA is mislocalized or delocalized, for example, by mu-
tating the K10, squid, or orb genes, severe defects in the formation of both axes
result.
Specification of Anterior Cell Fates
in the Drosophila Embryo
Shortly after fertilization, bicoid mRNA is translated (219, 220). Since the em-
bryo is syncytial, Bicoid protein diffuses away from its site of translation at the
anterior pole, forming an antero-posterior protein gradient with its peak at the
anterior tip (219, 220). Since Bicoid is a homeodomain-containing transcrip-
tion factor, its function is to activate zygotic transcription of pattern-specifying
genes in the syncytial nuclei in the anterior half of the embryo. It does this
in a concentration-dependent fashion (221–223). For example, the hunchback
gene contains high-affinity Bicoid-binding sites in its transcriptional control
region, so its transcription is activated by low as well as high Bicoid concen-
trations throughout the anterior half of the embryo. In contrast, genes such
as orthodenticle and empty spiracles have lower affinity Bicoid-binding sites
and so are activated only by higher Bicoid protein concentrations in the more
anterior part of the embryo. In this way, different combinations of zygotic
pattern genes are activated in different subsets of the anterior part of the em-
bryo leading to different cell fates within this region (e.g. head more anteriorly,
thorax more posteriorly). Bicoid mRNA localization controls the amount of
Bicoid transcription factor in different regions and thus specifies distinct cell
fates. Delocalization of bicoid mRNA can be accomplished by mutating genes
that encode trans-acting factors that function in bicoid transcript localization
(7, 32, 189) (e.g. exuperantia, swallow, staufen). Delocalization results in lower
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levels of Bicoid protein at the anterior pole than in the wild type. As a conse-
quence, acronal and head structures cannot be specified.
Localization of bicoid mRNA serves two additional functions. First, mis-
localization of bicoid RNA to the posterior pole can result in developmental
defects in the posterior part of the embryo through cells mistakenly adopt-
ing anterior fates (224). Thus a corollary function of anterior bicoid transcript
localization is to prevent Bicoid protein synthesis in the posterior of the em-
bryo. Translational control mechanisms also prevent Bicoid protein synthesis
at the posterior (141, 205, 225). Second, the Bicoid homeodomain protein can
function not only as a transcription factor but also can directly bind RNA and
translationally repress mRNAs such as caudal through interaction with the
caudal 30-UTR (226, 227). Thus anterior localization of bicoid mRNA and the
resultant Bicoid protein gradient creates a reverse gradient of Caudal protein
with its peak at the posterior pole. Caudal protein is involved in specifying
pattern in the posterior of the early embryo (228, 229).
Specification of Abdominal Cell Fates
in the Drosophila Embryo
A key player in abdominal cell fate specification is Nanos, a Zinc-finger-
containing protein (56, 230). The nanos mRNA is localized at the posterior
pole of the late oocyte and early embryo, although some unlocalized RNA is
present throughout the embryo (56, 231). After fertilization, the posteriorly
localized nanos RNA in the syncytial embryo is translated (there is repression
of unlocalized nanos RNA translation by Smaug protein). This translation
leads to a gradient of Nanos protein with a peak at the posterior pole (139–141,
185, 231). Unlike bicoid, which controls anterior cell fates by a combination
of transcriptional control of target genes and direct translational repression of
caudal mRNA in the anterior, all of the Nanos protein’s effects in abdominal
patterning derive from its translational repression of target RNAs. One tar-
get, hunchback maternal RNA, is distributed uniformly in the early embryo
(232, 233) and encodes a Zinc-finger transcription factor that specifies anterior
cell fates (234–236). Thus, if Hunchback protein were synthesized in the poste-
rior of the embryo, posterior cells would mistakenly adopt anterior fates. Nanos
protein in the posterior of the embryo prevents this by translationally repress-
ing hunchback RNA. The Pumilio protein, previously shown to be important
for abdominal patterning (237), specifically binds to Nanos response elements
(NREs) in the hunchback 30-UTR, recruiting Nanos through protein-protein
interactions (140). If nanos RNA is misexpressed throughout the embryo by
mutation of its SREs, head defects result, probably through repression of bicoid
translation by Nanos protein since the bicoid 30-UTR also contains NREs (141).
Misexpression of high levels of Nanos protein in the anterior results in bicaudal
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embryos (231). Thus the combination of posterior localization of nanos mRNA
and the translational repression of unlocalized nanos transcripts plays a crucial
role in patterning the abdomen of Drosophila.
Assembly of Polar Granules and Specification of Germ
Cells in the Drosophila Embryo
oskar mRNA is localized to the posterior pole of the stage 9 oocyte. Trans-
lation of oskar RNA at this site nucleates the formation of the posterior polar
granules and polar plasm (25, 75, 76). The polar granules and posterior polar
plasm serve two functions. The first is the anchoring of nanos transcripts at the
posterior (75, 76). Disruption of the polar granules results in delocalization of
nanos RNA, translational repression by Smaug, and ultimately the production
of embryos without abdomens. The second role of polar granules is to specify
the formation of germ (pole) cells and to restrict their formation to the posterior
tip of the embryo (25, 75, 76). Disruption of oskar function results in an inabil-
ity to nucleate polar granules and, consequently, absence of pole cells (238).
Alternatively, misexpression of Oskar protein throughout the oocyte during
oskar RNA localization (184, 186), overexpression of oskar RNA throughout
the oocyte (75), or mislocalization of oskar RNA and protein to the anterior pole
of the oocyte (76) all result in severe pattern defects. In the latter two situations
ectopic pole cells form at or near the anterior of the embryo. The mechanisms
by which the polar granules specify the formation and function of the pole
cells in the early embryo are not yet fully understood but appear to require the
function of several other posteriorly localized RNAs such as Pgc, mtlrRNA,
nanos, and germ cell-less (26, 57, 133, 134, 136, 137, 239, 240). Thus, both the
establishment of the polar granules, and their function in pole cell formation,
require RNA localization.
Signaling of Dorso-Ventral Axis and Mesoderm
Induction in the Xenopus Embryo
The animal-vegetal axis of the Xenopus embryo is established during oogen-
esis. The three germ layers of the early embryo (ectoderm, mesoderm, and
endoderm) are established along the animal-vegetal axis (72, 73). The darkly
pigmented animal hemisphere of the oocyte gives rise to ectoderm while the
vegetal hemisphere cells become endoderm. The mesoderm is derived from
animal hemisphere cells that lie adjacent to the vegetally derived mesoderm.
Mesodermal development is not autonomous but is a result of inductive inter-
actions from the endoderm (72, 73).
Asymmetrically distributed RNAs localized to the vegetal hemisphere that
encode secreted growth factors such as Vg1 and TGFfl-5 have been implicated
in mesoderm induction (5, 241–243). The secreted growth factor TGF-fl1 can
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act synergistically with another growth factor, bFGF, to induce mesoderm,
whereas antibodies against TGF-fl2 can reduce mesoderm induction when in-
jected into Xenopus embryos. Since Vg1 and TGF-fl5 RNAs are localized to
the vegetal hemisphere from which the inducing signal derives, and since Vg1
and TGF-fl5 proteins are related, respectively, to TGF-fl1 and 2, these proteins
are strong candidates for mesoderm-inducing signals (5, 241–243). Indeed,
engineered processed Vg1 protein (in the form of BMP2/4-Vg1 fusion protein)
can function as a mesoderm inducer when ectopically expressed in embryos
(241, 242).
The orientation of the dorso-ventral axis of the early embryo is not established
prior to fertilization. Rather, the sperm entry point in the animal hemisphere
establishes this axis in part by causing an oriented cytoplasmic rearrangement
(72, 73). This rearrangement relocates interior cytoplasm (endoplasm) relative
to the stationary cortical cytoplasm. Treatments, such as UV-irradiation, pre-
vent cytoplasmic rearrangement and ventralize the embryo (i.e. prevent forma-
tion of the dorsal-most tissues). Maternal Xwnt-11 mRNA is localized vegetally
in oocytes and early embryos (98). Injection of Xwnt-11 RNA into embryos that
have been ventralized by UV-irradiation substantially rescues the UV-induced
defect by inducing formation of dorsal tissues such as somitic muscle and neu-
ral tube (98). This observation suggests that Xwnt-11 protein functions during
normal embryogenesis in dorso-ventral axis formation and that localization of
Xwnt-11 mRNA and protein may play a role in induction of this axis.
The inductive events discussed previously are complex both at the level
of inducing signals and at the level of mesodermal cell fate outcomes. The
inability to genetically inactivate genes in Xenopus has been a major drawback
in defining endogenous factors necessary (rather than sufficient) for induction.
Thus the functions during normal development of Xwnt-11, Vg1, and TGFfl-5
RNA localization and of their encoded proteins remain to be determined.
Specification of Cell Fates During Asymmetric
Cell Divisions
During Drosophila neurogenesis, a stem cell called a neuroblast divides asym-
metrically to form a ganglion mother cell (GMC) and another neuroblast. The
GMC then divides to form neurons. The Prospero nuclear protein is required
for neuronal differentiation (244) and axonal pathfinding (245). The prospero
mRNA and the Prospero protein are intially apically localized in the neuro-
blast at interphase but relocalize basally from prophase through telophase, thus
segregating into the GMC (127, 246, 247). Basal localization of prospero RNA
requires Inscuteable and Staufen proteins (127), and Staufen binds directly
to the prospero 30-UTR (127). The Miranda protein functions as an adapter
that links Prospero protein to the basal cell membrane during the asymmetric
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neuroblast division (248). Thus RNA and protein localization are used to seg-
regate the Prospero protein into one product of an asymmetric cell division,
conferring appropriate neuronal fates upon that cell and its progeny.
Asymmetric segregation of cell fate determinants through mRNA localiza-
tion has also been described in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae. In this case,
during cell division the ASH1 mRNA is localized to the site of the bud and
then into the daughter cell that forms there (128, 129). The ASH1 protein acts
as a repressor of the HO endonuclease, which is responsible for mating-type
switching (128, 129). Thus localization of the ASH1 mRNA and its asymmetric
segregation into the daughter cell ensures that the daughter cell cannot switch
mating type while the mother cell (which does not inherit ASH1 mRNA) can
switch.
EVOLUTIONARY CONSIDERATIONS
Many features of mRNA localization appear to have been conserved during evo-
lution, suggesting that RNA localization is an ancient mechanism for producing
cytoplasmic asymmetry. For example, large stereotypic secondary structures in
30-UTRs that function in bicoid transcript localization are evolutionarily con-
served and functionally interchangeable between Drosophila species separated
by over 60 million years (167). Further, the bicoid 30-UTR, which directs ante-
rior RNA localization in the oocyte, can also direct apical transcript localization
in epithelia such as the blastoderm (65). Consistent with this observation, bicoid
RNA is localized apically in the nurse cells prior to its transport into the oocyte
during normal development. Thus, at least within the same species, different
polarized cell types appear to share localization signals and factors.
More remarkable is the fact that the mammalian tau 30-UTR, which directs tau
transcript localization to the axons of neurons, can also direct vegetal transcript
localization in Xenopus oocytes with a pattern and dynamics indistinguishable
from Vg1 transcripts (158). This result suggests that RNA targeting elements
and localization machinery are conserved from Xenopus to mammals and from
oocytes to neurons. Whether this functional conservation extends to the primary
RNA sequence level remains to be seen; however, a small sequence element
has been reported to be conserved in the 30-UTR of tau, Vg1, and several other
localized RNAs in mammals, Xenopus, and even Drosophila (187).
Recently, RNA localization has been reported in the budding yeast, S. cere-
visiae (128, 129), and functions during budding to confer asymmetric fates on
the mother and daughter cells. mRNA localization (e.g. of prospero transcripts)
can serve a similar function in higher eukaryotes (127). This suggests that the
process of RNA localization dates at least to the invention of single-celled or-
ganisms with specialized cytoplasmic domains and/or that undergo asymmetric
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cell divisions. The demonstration that the yeast ASH1 mRNA’s 30-UTR carries
information for intracellular targeting implies that the position of cis-acting
localization elements may be conserved in mRNAs from yeast to mammals.
Future studies that focus on the identification and analysis of trans-acting fac-
tors that target RNAs for localization are likely to uncover additional conserved
components of the cytoplasmic RNA localization mechanism.
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